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Semi wreck
closes 641
for 7 hours
By TOM BERRY
Stet Writer
HAZEL, Ky. — A semi-truck hauling X-ray equipment overturned on U.S. 641 South near Hazel Tuesday evening.
Lt. David Caldwell, a spokesman for Kentucky Vehicle
Enforcement in Eddyville, said the truck, carrying an oversized
load, overturned about a mile north of Hazel when it got too close to
the edge of the road.
"The driver said he was having to allow for oncoming traffic and
when hc did the right shoulder of the road couldn't support the
weight and the truck overturned. The rear wheels slipped off the
road and pulled the rest of the vehicle with it," Caldwell said.
Caldwell said the department is withholding release of a full
report pending possible legal action, but said the truck belonged to
LoneStar Transportation of Gainesville, Texas.
Whether the unidentified driver was hurt in the accident was not
reported or not known.
Donna Stone, a spokeswoman for the company's corporate office
in Fort Worth. Texas was unavailable for comment this morning.
According to a news release from Keith Todd„ public information
officer for the Department of Highways District 1 and District 2
offices in Paducah, the highway was closed through Hazel from

II See Page 2A

Team effort provides
needed school supplies
By HOLLY WISE
Staff Writer
A
collaborative
effort
between the Murray and
Calloway County school districts' Family Resource Centers
resulted in the distribution of
free school supplies to hundreds
of students Tuesday.
According to Julie Stone
coordinator for the Murray

Independent School District
Family
Resource
Youth
Services Center, the number of
students receiving supplies during the annual Back to School
Blast has increased from previous years.
Stone attributed the increase
to the economy and because

•See Page 2A

GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times
Rick Grogan, center, with Murray State University's Department of Facilities Management, practices using a fire extinguisher
Tuesday afternoon during training for a Campus Emergency Response Team.

Training prepares campus
for disaster possibilities
Special to the Ledger
Murray State University has
taken another step forward in its
plan to properly prepare the
campus for a natural disaster or
emergency situation. Twice
weekly training for a select
group of university employees
identified as the Campus
Emergency Response Team
began July 8 and will continue
through this week.
The campus Initiative is patterned after the nationwide
CERT program (Community
Emergency Response Team)
developed and implemented by
the Los Angeles City Fire
Department in 1985 to primarily
address response preparedness
associated with the threat of an
area-wide major disaster such as
an earthquake in California.
Since then, CERT training has
been popping up in cities and
towns all across America to educate citizens about being prepared for potential hazards that
could affect their area and train
them in basic disaster response
skills such as fire safety, light
search and rescue, team organization and disaster medical
operations.
According to Jeff Steen.
coordinator of MSU environmental services, establishing a
campus emergency response
team at Murray State sends a

message that the university is who could provide immediate
being proactive in identifying assistance in an emergency situcertain individuals who will be ation will grow as the first
actively trained as first respon- responders lead others who
ders and can serve as go-to indi- desire to help.
viduals for help in case of an
Shasta O'Neal, staff member
unforeseen emergency on cam- in the university's electronic
pus. Other schools that have media services area, is one of 16
enacted campus response teams university employees enrolled in
include the University of the campus CERT training.
Washington and Michigan State. "Learning more about the poten"With over 10,000 students tial disasters that could affect
and close to 1,400 employees on our area has really opened my
campus on any given day, the eyes to the importance of being
university is really a city within prepared before a disaster
itself. If the city of Murray was strikes," she said. "So far. I have
impacted by a natural disaster learned CPR, how to stop bleedsuch as an earthquake, roads ing and help a victim in shock. I
could be blocked leading in to don't think that anyone could
the campus and communication ever be totally prepared for a
could X stalled due to downed disaster, but getting the training
power lines and other circum- to be a CERT member is a step
stance," he said. "Having a in the right direction."
team of Individuals with the
Individuals
representing
proper training and decision community services such as the
making skills already on campus fire department and emergency
will be a great asset to assess the medical services have been
situation and administer first aid included in the campus training
and life saving skills should the sessions, coming in to share
need arise."
their professional knowledge
While spontaneous volun- with the campus volunteers. The
teers can go a long way in sav- Calloway County Office of
ing lives, it is important for peo- Emergency Management and
ple to have sufficient training so the Purchase Area Development
as not to become a hazard to District provided CERT training
themselves and others. By set- manuals and logistical support
ting up teams of individuals for the campus training sessions.
trained to be first responders.
ideally the number of people

II See Page 3A

MU to test mildew

warning systems

Murray State University :
will be testing the newly purchased Outdoor Warning
System on Thursday. This
testing will complete the
installation process and will
allow tor the system to be
put Into full operation.
The Outdoor Warning
System consists of four
siren/speaker
modules
located throughout the main
campus as well as the West
Farm
Complex. These
modules are capable 01
sending siren as well as
voice messages to the
Murray State community as
well as the immediate area
surrounding MSU. During
the test, audible voice messages providing wem,ng will
be heard throughout the
MSU campus.
The testing will include
intermittent announcements
over a period of several
hours. Tnere will be several
messages announcing that
the testing a underway as
well as an announcement
concluding the test. In the
event of a real or potential
emergency, the testing will
be pos4>oned.
Call 809-2192 if you have
questions, concerns or comments about the Outdoor
Warning System.

Turner named assistant
principal at CCMS
HOLLY WISE/Ledger and Times
Michelle Hansen, left, and Julie Stone took a moment to discuss the Family Resource Youth Services Center of Calloway
County and the Murray Independent School System during
Tuesday's annual Back to School Blast.
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Staff Report
Amy Turner has been named the new assistant principal at
Calloway County Middle School. Turner has spent the past five
years at CCMS as an eighth grade social studies and language arts
teacher.
She graduated from Marshall County High School in 1998 and
from Murray State University in 2002 with a bachelor's degree in
middle school education. She finished her master's degree in
administration in May.
She said she looks forward to her new duties and will now be
working with students in a "different manner" by being more
involved in instructional leadership activities. She will also be
working with parents in the community.
Turner will continue her work with the Kentucky Center for
Instructional Discipline, where she has been involved for the past
three years. She said she hopes to have more of a leadership position.
Turner, and her husband, Matt. have a two-year-old daughter,
Gracie. They live in the Almo area.
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GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times
New Calloway County Middle School Assistant Principal Amy
Tumer, left, is pictured above with Calloway County School
Superintendent Steve Hoskins.
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•School supplies ...
From Front
"things are more expensive."
The event was held at the
National Guard Armory where
30 solunteers ran bags of supplies from rows marked according to grades into the hands of
grateful recipients.
Stone said the bags of school
supplies were filled thanks to
the donation., made by churches, schools and individual contributions. Michelle Hanser
coordinator from the Calloway
County Family Resource Youth
Services Center, added that the
event could not be successful
without the donations.
The school supply lists from
both districts were compared
and the "common denominator"
items were purchased, according to Stone. A total of 80 bags
were assembled for grades K-8
and 40 bags were available for
grades 8-12.
The purpose of the event is to

No

"assist families who need an
extra helping hand for school
supplies," said Stone.
11.e only criteria to qualify
was to fill out a food financial
aid form at the student's respective school. For the first time,
Hansen said, the income guidelines were taken away.
"I It) opened it up to families
who fall through the cracks,she added.
Hansen agreed that the supplies were going faster this year.
One reason is the economy; the
other was heightened publicity.
she said.
"People need it more this
year with gas prices and the
economy,- she said.
The leftover supplies will be
taken to the schools and made
available for families who could
not attend the event according
to Stone.
The Family Resource Youth
Service Centers are still accepting tax deductible donations,
said Hansen.

Senators may miss Fancy Farm
PADUCAH, Ky.(AP) — U.S. Sen. Jim Bunning says Senate
business could keep him from attending this weekends Fancy Farm
picnic in western Kentucky.
Bunning says he and U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell may be in
Washington this weekend voting on an energy bill McConnell has
been expected to be one of the headliners at the political picnic as
he is seeking re-election and being challenged by Demncrat Bruce
Lunsford.
It would be unusual for the Senate to have a Saturday session but
Bunning says it is possible because Congress is about to take a
monthlong summer recess.

GREG TRAVIS/Ledger 8 Times

reconstructionist,
RECONSTRUCTING THE SCENE: Kentucky State Police Trooper Chris Anderson, right, a fatal accident
man lost
and Trooper Russell Boyd, left, reconstruct the scene of Friday's fatal accident south of Murray in which a Mayfield
mapping.
The
forensic
for
survey
land
a
conduct
to
moming
Tuesday
troopers
KSP
several
by
joined
was
Anderson
life.
his
lane
troopers are collecting computer data for future reference of the accident, Anderson said. Traffic was restricted to one
near the four-mile marker during the reconstruction. according to Keith Todd of the Kentucky Department of Highways.

•Semi wreck ...

The
Fraternal Order of Police Lodge #23

From Front
around 6:30 p.m. to about 1:30 a.m. today
(Wednesday) as three tow trucks attempted
to get the semi back on its wheels.
fraffic north of Hazel was stopped near

of Calloway and Marshall Counties is conducting a
Fund Raising Drive by Telephone.

the two-mile marker north and routed along
old Murray-Paris Road to Stateline Road
and hack onto U.S. 641 into Henry County.
Tenn.
Calloway County Sheriff Bill Marcum
said this morning that deputies were tasked

with traffic control but were not familiar
with details of the accident.
The crash was the third to take place on
the highway in the past two weeks. Two of
the accidents resulted in fatalities.

8 murderers, 14 rapists get partial pardons
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Gov. Steve Beshear has granted
partial pardons to at least eight
convicted murderers and 14
rapists over the past five
months, allowing them to vote
and run for office.
Kentucky Department of
Corrections records provided to
The Associated Press show that
Beshear also granted partial pardons to 23 people convicted of
felony sexual abuse.
Beshear has taken action on
behalf of 747 released convicts
since March, when he stream-

Donations will be used for:

the Shop with a Cop Program.
Youth Sports Leagues, Project Graduations,
and Various other Community Assistance Programs.

Thank you for Your Support!

lined the process for felons
seeking to have their civil rights
restored
—Those whose rights have
been restored have served their
time and paid their debt to society," Beshear said in a written
statement. -The primary goal of
the corrections system is to
rehabilitate those who have
committed crimes and return
them as contributing members
to society."

Kentucky. convicted
In
felons permanently lose their
civil rights unless the governor
intervenes.
To make it easier to regain
voting privileges. Beshear
dropped requirements that
felons submit three letters of
recommendation and write
essays explaining why their
requests should be granted.
Some prosecutors object to
granting the partial pardons to
people convicted of violent
crimes.
"In my mind, I never
believed those would be the

types of people

who would be
given serious
consideration."
said prosecutor
Tally
Linda
Smith, former
president of the
Kentucky
Commonwealth's
Attorney's
Bashear
Association. "I
would think the person who fell
victim to these offenders would
expect they would continue to
be treated as the violent offenders that they are."
In his partial pardons.
Beshear restored only the right
to vote and hold public office.
He did not restore the right to
possess weapons or to serve on
juries.
Beshear spokesman Dick
Brown said Kentucky governors
have been granting partial pardons for years. Beshear's predecessor, former Gov. Ernie
Fletcher, issued more than I,(XX)

OhteN
'4r.1

during his four-year term that
ended last year.
Brown said Beshear has
taken an extra step, extending
the period for prosecutors to
object to a request from 15 to 30
days. So far, 56 felons seeking
to have their rights restored
were denied when prosecutors
intervened. Brown said.
Ryan King, a policy analyst
for The Sentencing Project in
Washington, said Kentucky is
one of 10 states in which a
felony conviction can result in a
lifetime loss of voting rights.
"It's our position that one's
criminal history should have no
bearing on one's right to participate in a Democratic society,"
King said."We believe voting is
a fundamental element of any
democracy."
to
Beshear.
speaking
reporters in March. said that's
also his position. Kentucky and
Virginia. King said, have the
most restrictive process foi
restoring the right to vote or
hold office.
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BEASLEY ANTENNA & SATELLITE
Certified by NT1A

MURRAY, KY. 759-0901
PARIS, TN. 731-642-4077

We Also Do.
I Install Automatic Foundation
Ventilators
/ Install Moisture and Vapor Barriers in
Crawl Spaces
/ Install Sump Pumps to Effectively
Control Excess Moisture

SERVALL
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1-800-448-4665
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/ Do Treatments to Control Wood
Fungal Rot
•Repair and Replace Floor Joists
I Install Clothes Dryer Vents
/ We Even Install A Patended Floor
Support System
Our Home Office
939 St Rt. 121 N. Murray. KY

(270) 753-6433
www servallpestcontrol com

We Work for You & Appreciate Your Business
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All Work 100°0
Guaranteed

*Certified Mold Remediators *Certified Commercial Mold Inspectors *Certified Residential Mold Inspectors
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Bush signs housing bill to provide mortgage relief

Obituaries
Nellie Dotson
Nellie Dotson, 92, Murray. died Tuesday. July 29, 2008. at 10:20
p.m. at Spring Creek Health Care. Imes-Miller Funeral Home is in
charge of arrangements Online condolences may he made at
www.imesmillercom

Rev. William (BIN) Cox
The funeral for Rev. William (Bill) Cox will be Thursday at II
a.m. in the chapel of Churchill-Imes Family Funeral Home. Rev.
Donald Goodwin and Bro. Ricky Cunningham will officiate. Burial
will follow in the Salem Cemetery, Lynn Grove community.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 9 p.m. today
(Wednesday). Online condolences may be made to
www.imesmillercom
Rev. Cox, 82, Lynn Grove community, died Monday, July 28,
2008, at 11:45 a.m. at Paducah Rehab & Nursing Center. Paducah.
He was of Pentecostal faith and a member and former minister at
Calvary Temple. He received his doctorate in theology from
Southern California School of Divinity and was a graduate of St.
Louis School of Divinity. He was a former bishop at Pentecostal
Church of God in Joplin. Mo., and a minister with the Pentecostal
Church of God for 55 years.
Preceding him in death were his wife, Frieda N. Jones Cox; four
brothers, Pete. Hershel. Phiz and Court; five sisters, Wanda. Clover,
Audrey, Francis and Eula. Born Oct. 12, 1925, in Jersey County, Ill.,
he was the son of the late Willie Fontaine Cox and Maude May
White Cox.
Survivors include two sons, Kenneth M. Cox and wife, Christine,
Monroe City, Ind., and Timothy (T.R.) Cox and wife, Linda. Hardin;
one brother, Dean Cox, Illinois; one sister, Linda Shacky,
Jerseyville, Ill.; five grandchildren; 10 great-grandchildren.

Mrs. Francis Maxine Clark
An Episcopalian graveside service for Mrs. Francis Maxine Clark
will be Thursday at 2 p.m. at the Murray City Cemetery, Murray. Ky.
A reception will follow at the home of Margaret Boone. 1344 St. Rt.
94W. Murray.
Crown Memorial Center, Milwaukie, Ore., was in charge of
arrangements. J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of local
arrangements.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the Philanthropic
Educational Organization (PEO), care of Margaret Rail, 1704
Plainview Dr., Murray, KY 42071 or General Music Scholarship
Fund, Office of Development, Murray State University.
Mrs. Clark, 87. former resident of Murray, Ky., died Wednesday.
June 25, 2008, in Portland. Ore., where she was living close to her
daughter. Leslie Hirsch.
An accomplished musician, she was a piano teacher, organist and
accompanist. One of her former piano students recently donated
several pianos to Murray State University in her honor She served
many churches as organist, including First Christian Church.
Murray, Broadway Methodist, Paducah, Episcopal Church, Paris.
Tenn., and eight years at Grace Episcopal Church, Holland, Mich.
She had given her talent and time as accompanist to many vocalists
in and around Murray. performing for many service organizations
and charitable events.
Many of these events were in conjunction with her now deceased
husband, Lurie Clark, a professor of music at Murray State
University.
Survivors include one daughter Leslie Hirsch and husband. Carl.
Portland, Ore.; one son, Dennis Clark and wife, Betsy. Oliver
Springs. Tenn.: one brother, Ford Waring; two nephews. Leonard
and Russell Waring and Ken Bowlin; one niece. Ann Smiley.

Mrs. Pauline Myatt

The funeral for Mrs. Pauline Myatt will be today (Wednesday)at
2 p.m. in the chapel of Byrn Funeral Home. Mayfield. Rev. Al Cobb
and Rev. Billy Garner will officiate. Burial will follow in the Mt.
Pisgauh Cemetery.
Visitation is now at the funeral home.
Mrs. Myatt. 90. Mayfield. died Saturday. July 26. 2008, at 8:35
p.m. at Mills Health and Rehab. Mayfield.
Retired from Merit Clothing Company, she was a member of
High Point Baptist Church, Mayfield.
Preceding her in death were two daughters. Helen Marie Myatt
and Norma Jean Myatt; granddaughter. Paula Myatt; two greatgrandsons. James Brandon Walker and John Wayne Wilson; her parents, John Robert Cook and Nettie Pearl McClain Cook; five brothers, Robert, Joseph, Earl, John Harrison and Hiram Cook; three sisters. Katherine Zielenski, Lillie Miller Morton and Maybelle
Simmons.
Survivors include her husband. James B. Myatt, to whom she had
been married for 75 years; one daughter, Bettye Myatt Scott and
husband. R.C., Murray; two sons. Jimmy Myatt. Millington, Tenn..
and Bobby Myatt and wife, Joan, Abilene, Texas; eight grandchildren; 15 great-grandchildren; seven great-great-grandchildren.

•CERT training ...
From Front
The goal is for strong interaction among all services on and
off campus so that members of
Emergency
Campus
the
Response Team can be an extension to many of the community
services already in place and
could provide additional assistance at any location if needed.
Steen says there have been
around 60 CERT individuals
trained in the Murray/Calloway
County community over the
past three years. These individuals have been invited to train
and drill alongside the MSU
team for the final two days of
the campus training.
"Good communication is
essential." said Steen. "This
joint effort will be beneficial to
all participants and is another
way that MSU can demonstrate
its commitment to provide continued support and outreach to
the community."
The importance of the CERT
program and arming members
of the public with at least basic
training tools and skills to help
themselves, family members,
co-workers and neighbors in the
case of natural disasters or hazardous situations is endorsed by
national organizations such as
Emergency
Federal
the
Management Agency (FEMA).
the Emergency Management
Institute(EMI)and the National
Fire Academy.
Once the initial CERT sessions have ended this week.
officials at Murray State
University will evaluate the pro-

$$ednesday. July 341, 211418•3A

gram and see where it leads.
Depending on need and interest,
sponsoring refresher courses for
trained responders or hosting
additional rounds of training
sessions to encourage more volunteer team members could be a
sample of objectives on the
horizon. Steen says plans are
a
post
to
underway
campus/community CERT web
page to keep individuals
informed and engaged.
For more information about
the CERT program at Murray
State University contact Steen at
email
or
809-3481
jeff steer ra'murraystate.edu.

WASHINGTON (API President Bush this morning
signed a massive housing bill
intended to provide mortgage
relief for 400.000 struggling
homeownet nd stabilize financial markets.
Bush signed the bill without
any fanfare or signing ceremony, affixing his signature to the
measure he once threatened to
veto, in the Oval Office in the
early morning hours. He was
surrounded by top administration officials, including 'Treasury
Secretary Henry Paulson and
Steve
Secretary
Housing
Preston.
"We look forward to put in
place new authorities to improve
confidence and stability in markets." White House spokesman
Tony Fratto said. He said that
Housing
Federal
the
Administration would begin
right away to implement new
policies "intended to keep more
deserving American families in
their homes."
The measure, regarded as the
most significant housing legislation in decades, lets homeowners who cannot afford their pay ments refinance into more
affordable government-backed
loans rather than losing their
homes.

It offers a temporary financial lifeline to troubled mortgage companies Fannie Mae and
Freddie Mac and tightens controls over the two governmentsponsored businesses.
The House passed the bill a
week ago; the Senate voted
Saturday to send it to the president.
Bush didn't like the version
emerging from Congress, and
initially said he would veto it.
particularly over a provision
containing $3.9 billion in neighborhood grants. He contended
the money would benefit lenders
who helped cause the mortgage
meltdown, encouraging them to
foreclose rather than work with
borrowers.
But he withdrew that threat
early last week, saying hurting
homeowners could not wait the
blaming
even
and
Democratic Congress' delays in
action for forcing an imperfect
solution.
many
Meanwhile,
Republicans, particularly those
from areas hit hardest 15y housing woes, were eager to get
behind a housing rescue as they
looked ahead to tough re-election contests. Paulson's request
for the emergency power to rescue Fannie Mae and Freddie

CHINO HILLS. Calif. (AP)
-Despite shaking a large swath
of Southern California, a magnitude-5.4 earthquake was not the
"Big One" that scientists have
long feared. Still, it rattled
nerves, causing people to vow to
step up their emergency preparations.
The quake. which rocked the
region from Los Angeles to San
Diego on Tuesday. caused only
limited damage and minor
injuries, and served as a
reminder of the seismic danger
below sprawling freeways and
subdivisions.
The temblofs epicenter was
located just outside Chino Hills.
29 miles southeast of downtown
Los Angeles in San Bernardino
County, and it was felt as far east
as Las Vegas. Dozens of aftershocks followed, the largest a
magnitude-3.8.
"We were really fortunate
this time,- said Capt. Jeremy
Ault of the Chino Valley
Independent Fire District. "Ifs a
good opportunity to remember
that we live in earthquake country. This is part of living in
Southern California and we need
to make sure we're prepared."
Chino Hills was incorporated
in 1991, so much of the construction is newer and built to
modern safety standards, city
spokeswoman Denise Cattern
said. There were no reports of
harm in the city of 80,000, she
said, although cell phone service
in the area was briefly disrupted.
"We have all the latest building standards and that probably
made a difference." she said.
The magnitude-5.9 Whittier
Narrows quake in 1987 was the
last big shake centered in the
region. Scientists were trying to
determine which fault ruptured
Tuesday. but they believe it is
part of the same system of
faults. The 1987 earthquake
heavily damaged older buildings
and houses in communities east
of Los Angeles.
As strongly: as it was felt.
Tuesday's quake was far less
powerful than the deadly magnitude-6.7 Northridge earthquake
that toppled bridges and buildings in 1994. That was the last
damaging temblor in Southern
California, though not the
biggest. A 7.1 quake struck the
desert in 1999. Derek Black. a
19-year-old personal trainer,
said it was the first large earth-

quake he remembered despite
living in the area since birth.
Black said he was helping a
client do pull-downs when the
floor started to rumble. He
grabbed onto a weight machine
and turned toward the wall,
which was covered in floor-toceiling mirrors.
"The mirrors were rippling
all the way down." he said.
"Seeing it in the mirrors was
what made me realize, 'Geez,
this is huge.TVs suspended from the ceiling were swinging back and
forth as people evacuated the
gym. The mirrors buckled but
didn't break, he said.
The heaviest shaking was
northwest of the epicenter near
suburban Diamond Bar, said
Thomas Heaton, director of the
earthquake engineering and
research laboratory at Caltech.
He said all buildings constructed
in the region since the 1930s
should withstand the kind of
shaking felt Tuesday. The earthquake had about 1 percent of the
energy of the Northridge quake.
he said.
"People have forgotten. I
think, what earthquakes feel
like." said Kate Hutton, a seismologist at Caltech. "So I think
we should probably look at it as
an earthquake drill."
of
Office
state
The
in
Services
Emergency
Sacramento received scattered
reports of minor infrastructure
damage. including broken water
mains and gas lines.
"I thank God there have not
been any reports of serious
injuries or damage to properArnold
Gov.
ties,"
Schwarzenegger told a televised
press :conference. "People
understandably are very nervous."
Minor structural damage was
Los
throughout
reported
Angeles. along with five minor
injuries and people stuck in elevators, said City Councilwoman
Wendy Greuel, serving as acting
mayor. She said there was flooding in one department store.
The jolt caused a fire but no
injuries at a Southern California
Edison electrical substation in
La Habra, about 12 miles southepicenter.
of
the
west
spokesman Paul Klein said.
Damage there and to other
equipment led to some power
outages in Chino Hills, Chino.
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rising defaults and falling home
aloes. To free up safer and •
more affordable mortgage credit, the hill permanently would
increase to 5625.000 the size of
home loans that Fannie Mae and
Freddie Mac can buy and the
FHA can insure They also could
buy and hack mortgages 15 percent higher than the median
home price in certain areas.
It goes far beyond addressing .
the current crisis. however.
The legislation overhauls the
Depression-era FHA. It requires
lenders to show how high a hor- •
rower's payment could get •
under the terms of his mortgage
It provides $180 million in preforeclosure counseling for struggling homeowners.
The Treasury Department gains unlimited power. until the •
end of 2009, to lend money to
Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac or
buy their stock should they need
it. The Federal Reserve takes on
a new "consultative" role overseeing the companies.
The measure includes $15 billion in tax cuts, including a
significant expansion of the
low-income housing tax credit .
and a credit of up to $7.500 for •
first-time home buyers for houses purchased between April 9.
2008. and July I. 2009.

California quake a dnll for the 'Big One'

etter Built Garages, Inc.

Ptoi

Mac helped push through the
measure. So did the creation of a
regulator with stronger reins on
tht government-sponsored companies. as Republicans long
have sought.
Democrats won cherished
priorities in the bargain: the aid
for homeowners, a permanent
fund
housing
affordable
financed by Fannie Mae and
Freddie Mac, and the neighbor
hood grants.
The bill takes several
approaches to curing the ailing
housing market.
It aims to spare an estimated
400.000 debt-strapped homeowners, many of whom owe
more their houses are worth.
from foreclosure by allowing
them to get more affordable
mortgages backed by the
Housing
Federal
Administration,
The FHA could insure 5300
billion in such mortgages, which
would he available to homeowners who showed they could
afford a new loan. Banks would
first have to agree to take a large
loss on the existing loans in
exchange for avoiding an oftencostly foreclosure.
The plan also is designed to
relieve a broader credit crunch
that has taken hold because of
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AutoZone manager Daniel Sanchez cleans up after an earthquake knocked products off shelves in Diamond Bar. Calif. ;
Tuesday. The quake rattled windows and chandeliers. made ;
buildings sway and sent people running into the streets.
•
Diamond Bar and Pomona. he based on a hypothetical magni-_:
tude-7.8 temblor. Earlier this
said.
To prepare for the "Big One." year. scientists calculated that scientists and emergency plan- California faces a 99.7 percent •
ners in the fall will hold what is chance of a magnitude-6.7
billed as the largest earthquake quake or larger in the next 30
drill in the country. It will he years.

AltiPm Systems I
Protect your home, business, and property with
a Custom Installed BuTlar Alarm System.
Local Company.Free Estimates.Prompt Service
Monitoring Sersice is non required. hut availablt
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A Main Street
success story
Hafford died, the market for
Murray. Kentucky's Main
Nash automobiles had
Street would not be the
declined. David said that
same without Parker Ford,
with the future of Nash "not
Joe. John. and David Parker
very good." the three Parker
and the other good folks at
brothers, Hafford's sons, had
developed
have
Ford
Parker
a well-deserved reputation for to decide between Chevrolet
and Ford As they put it,
integrity, dependability and
"both points were available."
service. A
Although Hafford still felt a
Main Street
loyalty to Nash. the Parker
mainstay
brothers decided on Ford,
since 1945.
when people kept telling
the busithem that "Ford people were
ness first
good people."
opened in
1928. makDavid began working at
ing 2008
the new Ford dealership
the 80th
when he was 8 or 9. He
Home and anniversary remembered that he "just
of this con- wanted to help around the
Away
By James
tinuous
shop." He sold his first
Duane Bolin
family
Ford when he was just 15
Ledger & Times enterprise.
to Mrs. Laverne Wallis. the
Columnist
owner of a grocery on the
Hafford
corner of 3rd and Main.
Parker. tne father of Joe and
After graduating from MurJohn and grandfather of
ray High, David went to
David, opened up a repair
Murray State where he comshop across from the old
pleted a business degree.
post office (now the Robert
0. Miller Conference Center) married Martha (with his
father as his best man), and
in 1928. The Parkers had
continued to work at the
gone north to Michigan. as
dealership. He became genhad so many other Kentuckeral manager of the business
ians in the 1920s. In fact.
at age 20 in 1975. The
"hillbilKentucky
so many
dealership added Lincoln and
lies" migrated from Paducah
Mercury in 1986 and kept
to Detroit that an area of
growing. David's father
the motor city became
James died suddenly in
known as "Little Paducah."
1992, but David and his
Murrayans flocked to Detroit
uncles carried on.
and other northern cities as
well.
Now Parker Ford-LincolnMercury continues to win
David's mother Charlotte
awards for sales and service.
Roberts was born in Dearborn and his father James in "We've been blessed," David
says simply. Like his grandHighland Park. Although
work was good for their par- father, David and Martha
ents. things were different up have three sons — Andrew.
Stephen. and Matthew — all
north. Folks talked differin college or headed foi colently. and "you couldn't get
corn meal there." a Kentucky lege. David, along with
Martha and their mothers,
staple back home. The
and David's sister Beverly
Roberts and Parkers came
and her family, are all pillars
back to Murray to stay
in church and community.
before the Great Depression
A keen student of history,
hit in 1929, Hafford Parker
David has befriended me,
making a home for his wife
and three sons — Joe, James but then he has befriended
(David's father), and John — countless others in Murray.
Calloway County, and the
at the northwest corner of
region.
2nd and Poplar by the old
hosiery mill.
Parker Ford continues to
anchor Murray's Main Street.
All three sons served in
And just think; it all started
World War II and then after
as a modest repair shop.
the war they came home to
founded in the Roaring
Murray to farm a little and
Twenties. one year before
work in their father's repair
had
the Wall Street Crash.
1945
by
which
shop.
added a Nash dealership and
Eighty years old and
moved to its present location
counting, still serving as a
at Main and 7th. Hafford
Main Street success story.
added a Nash showroom in
1946, and by 1950 the ParkDuane Bolin teaches in
er dealership sold more
the Department of History at
Nashes than any other dealer
Murray State University. He
in Kentucky.
may be reached at
By 1956. the year before
duane.bolin@murraystate.edu
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gray. Thc drabness was
Jian Ping's life is like a
relieved by five mulberry
unique coin: one side Chitrees that grew in the Comnese, the other American. In
pound where she lived.
"Mulberry Child, a Memoir
Untended, the trees withstood
of China.- Jian remembers
extreme winters and icy
growing up during the
upheaval of Mongolian winds, but every
the Cultural spring, against all odds, they
sprouted leaves and berries.
Revolution
"As years passed," Jian
in the
1960's. The Ping writes, "the trees came
to symbolize the hardships of
currency
my life in China. And as I
that
learned to endure cruelty and
ensured
persecution. I grew as strong
some staand resilient as these trees."
bility in
One of the most memoher earliest
rable characters in the book
days was
Main Street the fact
is Jian's paternal grandmothBy Constance that both
er, Nainai. She tended Jian
Alexander
from infancy, and nurtured
parents
Local
her through several lifewere memColumnist
threatening illnesses before
bers of the
she was a year old.
Communist
Nainai. hobbled by bound
Party who
feet and illiteracy, was a
held secure government posimodel of wisdom and
tions.
restraint. Like beloved grandBecause of enormous
chaos and hardships in China mothers around the world,
she was patient and loving.
at the time, parents typically
Moreover, in times of famine
limited the number of chiland severe food rationing.
dren they had. As the
she was the one who knew
youngest of five, Jian's exishow to survive, including
tence was in jeopardy from
collecting flowers from elm
the start, and her survival is
trees and mixing them with
testimony to her extraordicornmeal to make porridge.
nary strength because, as
When Jian's mother was
Jian explains it:
imprisoned for a period of
"I wasn't supposed to be
born. My mother didn't want "self-criticism" during the
Cultural Revolution, _Ilan and
me. not at first. She tried to
Nainai were determined to
get nd of me. but I was
visit her. Though they had to
stubborn. In the end, it was
the summer rain that brought travel only two miles from
home. the dangers of the
me into this world, two
journey were epic, especially
months premature."
since their desire for contact
Jim Ping's riveting memcould be construed as crimioir reveals the stark brutality
nal behavior.
of the Cultural Revolution at
Not only was Nainai nearthe same time she weaves in
ly crippled by her bound
touching details about the
feet, she could not get from
durability of family bonds.
one place to another without
The high's and low's are
using both hands on a walkreported with unwavering
clarity, and her fluid, journal- ing stick. Because of that,
Jian, a diminutive first gradistic style is enlivened with
er, had to carry a heavy
occasional poetic flourishes.
Ironically, the name of her basket of food unaided.
When the pitiful pair arrived
hometown. Baicheng. means
"White City." but to Jian the at the place of detention,
they were nearly refused
landscape was unremittingly
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entry, but
Nainars dignified tenacity
prevailed.
That trip
went so well,
Jian was
determined to
see her father,
who was
being held at
another location for
unstated
crimes. Every
day for three
weeks, the little girl
showed up at
the Military
Compound
and asked the
Red Guards on duty to let
her see her dad. Finally, she
was given permission. After
that, she became the family's
ambassador, bringing food,
clothing and other essentials
to her father on a regular
basis.
Throughout "Mulberry
Child." Jian's independent
spirit kept her motivated, in
spite of vast physical and
emotional deprivation. After
she graduated from university
in China, it is no surprise
that she decided to come to
the United States for post
graduate studies at Ohio University.
Twenty-one years later,
Jian is living the flip side of
the coin in the USA. Today,
she is known as Jennifer
Hou Kwong to her American
friends. She lives in Chicago
with her husband and daughter, and is National Director/Tsingtao Beer for the
importer of the brand. She
visits China each year. and
will be there during the
Olympics in August.
While she still cannot
fathom her parents' political
loyalties, she still has abiding love and respect for
them.
"I don't judge my parents'
continued devotion to the

ye

Party." she admits. "I may
not understand it. but I also
know that many families
were destroyed during the
Cultural Revolution, and family members often betrayed
one another. I'm lucky to be
part of a family so closely
bound, so loyal, and so
strong."
"Mulberry Child" is filled
with historic background and
human interest associated
with a significant period in
China's recent history. It is
an engaging and informative
book that leaves you wanting
more. Fortunately. Jian Ping
is at work on a sequel. entitled "Chinese Mother, American Daughter."
"Mulberry Child, A Memoir qf China" is published
by Morrison. McNae Publishers, and is available through
amazon.com. More information about the author is
located at www.mulberrychild.com.
Read Main Street online
at www.murrayledgercom.
The theme for columns in
July was independence.
August is Back to School
month. Contact the columnist
with story ideas or comments
at
constancealexander@'newwave
comm.net.
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Rouse puts pedal ,to metal for cancer cause
ERIC WALKER
Editor
Despite being selected as a "Local
Hero- for the BMW Ultimate Drive
Supporting Susan G. Komen for the Cure
event, Alice Rouse doesn't want people
labeling her as a "hero."
"I'm no hero.- she said. "I can be a
spokesperson. But I'm a survivor along
with thousands of other women who are
diagnosed with breast cancer."
It's been almost two years since her
diagnosis with breast cancer, rounds of
chemotherapy, a double mastectomy and
radiation treatments. And now she is a
firm believer in putting up a fight against

Rouse added that support and faith
ing 2008
that claims nearly
the diseaBy
been her foundations. She credited
have
Jamie Smith, who works with Kamen.
people — women and men -- a year,
according to 2008 estimates from the said the local hero Is someone who has friends who had undergone breast cancer
American Cancer Society.
had an impact on breast cancer through treatment and the Calloway County
And it's that fight that led her to be helping others.
Relay team of the 8 Wonders, as well as
chosen as a hero for the BMW Ultimate
"I knew of Alice and Alice certainly God and her favorite scripture from
Dnve, which will be held Aug.9 from 10 exemplifies that," Smith said.
Jeremiah 29:11 -- "For I know the plans
a.m.-5:30 p.m. at Bluegrass BMW. 3235
Rouse said the heroes are ones who I have for you, declares the Lord."plans
the
will
be
Rouse
Park Ave.. in Paducah.
are dealing with the disease and have
and not to harm you, plans
first per•on to test drive a new BMW X6 dealt with it. as well as those who keep to prosper you
to give you hope and a future."
vehicle and BMW will donate SI from
awareness and fundraising and research
She urges the community to particieach mile test-dnven that day to Susan
and treatment at the forefront.
globa
is
which
Cure,
G. Komen for the
and make a statement for breast canpate
"The money raised through Relay for
al breast cancer movement.
and cancer survival. For
awareness
cer
IBMW program) have
In its 12th year. the Ultimate Drive Life and this
n or to register to drive.
informatio
more
make
to
continue
and
program has raised more than $11 mil- made a difference
DRIVE.
-877-4-A1
call
lion. It is touring through 210 cities dur- a difference,- she said.

Medication errors can be
common, but fatal mistakes
Special to the Ledger
Medication errors are among
the most common medical mistakes, injuring or killing many
people each year.
medication
Preventing
mishaps starts with knowing
what medications you are taking
-- or supposed to be taking - and
how they might interact with
other drugs, supplements or
herbal remedies you take and
even the foods you eat.
Often, patients leave their
physician's office with a prescription and vaguely remember
the specifics they were told
(how to take it, how much, when
and with what).
Take responsibility for protecting your body against medication errors by developing a
medication list of all the drugs
you take — prescription and

nonprescription, herbal remedies. and vitamin-mineral supplements, including the correct
dosage and amount. Be sure to
bring the list with you whenever
you visit the doctor or hospital
and make sure it is reviewed.
Also, if you have ever had an
allergic reaction to a medication,
be sure to inform your health
care provider.
Many patients forget to
include their herbal, dietary supplements or natural remedies a..
a part of their medication list.
However, these supplements
may interact with your medications and even cause allergic

on your prescription. Failure to
take medications according to
the prescribed directions is one
of the most common reasons for
medication errors.
Put the importance of medication safety on the top of your
priority list. Start developing
your medication list today, and
take a more active role in your
healthcare.

reactions.
Medicine is prescribed to
help you. But it can hurt you if
you take too much or mix medications that don't go together.
Be sure to follow the directions

TIPS FOR MEDICATION SAFETY

•Learn about your medications. Whenever you get a new
medication, ask your doctor these questions•
•What is the name
of the drug and what is
it supposed to do?
• How and when
do I take it - and for
how long? What do I
do if I skip/miss a
dose?
•What precautions
should I take it I go out
in the sun for prolonged periods?
• What foods,
takdrinks, and other medicines or activities should I avoid while

1E

/I

ing this drug?
•Are there any side effects, and what do I do if they occur'
II Read the entire label each time you take the medicine. Read
way.
the label to ensure you are taking the right drug in the nght
When you fill a prescription, check the patient name on the iabel
and let the pharmacist know if there is a change in the color, size,
taste, or shape of your medication.
.:ever
•Never take anyone else's prescription medicine. Also,
give or share your medication with others.
out of
•Keep all medicines, vitamins and herbal supplements
the reach of chiidren and pets.
unless
• Don't chew, break, or crush capsules or tablets
can
instructed by your physician Some long-acting medications
or
release too much medication at one time if chewed, broken
crushed.
with
•Use only the cup or other rneasunng device supplied
measuring
the drug when administering liquid medications. Other
not give
devices -- such as household measuring spoons - may
nts.
measureme
accurate
herbal
II Inform your physician and pharmacist if you take any
or natural remedies.
questions. If
•Call your physician's office or pharmacy with
or if your
you have questions or concerns about your medication
pharmacist.
symptoms worsen, talk to your doctor or your
s you are
•During hospital stays. ask about the medication
receiving.
s, espe•Before surgery. ask whether there are medication
any that you
cially prescription antibiotics, that you should take or
should stop taking preoperatively
s
•Pnor to leaving the hospital, ask for a list of the medication
understand how
that you should take at home and be sure you
these medications should be taken.
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TIPS FOR PEDIATRIC
MEDICATION SAFETY
It is important that all
adults follow medication
safety tips, and it is equally
important that all parents/primary caregivers follow those
same tips when giving medicines to their children
Remember with babies
and children there is even
smaller margin of error
before the child gets into
trouble.
What else can you as a
parent do', Here are a few
more tips
• Give babies and children medicines that are only
made fur them. Do not try to
estimate dosages by using
adult medicines such as
adult cough or cold medicines.
III Know how much your
Medication
child weighs.
dosages for babies and children are based on weight.
Don't guess. Keep a scale
at home and weigh your
child. Remember they grow
quickly.
• If administenng more
than one over-the-counter
medicine to your child at the
same time, check for duplicate ingredients. You may
be doubling the dose if you
give two different medicines
with the same active ingredient. If in doubt, call your
Pharmacist or doctor before
giving the medicines.
• Watch for any side
effects or allergic reactions.
Unfortunately an adverse
reaction to a medicine can
take many different forms--anything from skin rashes to
diarrhea to increased sleepiness or hyperactivity. As a
parent you know your child
better than anyone. Call
your doctor if you see or
notice anything suspicious.

Alice Rouse

Green certified for Enure procedure
Special to the Ledger
Officials of Concepetus. a
healthcare development firm,
have announced the Dr. Tom
Green of Murray Woman's
Clinic has been certified to provide the new Essure permanent
birth control system to patients
in the Murray area.
Conceptus is engaged in the
development iald disthbution of
medical products in the field of
women's health. In 2002, the
FDA approved the distribution
of the Essure procedure, which
the company identifies as "the
first and only non-incisional
alternative to tubal ligation,
which is the leading form of
birth control worldwide.Murray Woman's Clinic
began working with Essure
physicians and technicians in
2007. Dr. Green received special
training, and was joined at the
County
Murray-Calloway
Hospital by instructors during

Horse Liniment
Erases Pain
HIALEAH,11. — An ingredient
often used to treat inflammation in
racehorse's legs, is now back on the
market in its original doctor recommended formula.
According to a national drug storc
survey, the formula at one time became so popular that it rose to thc
top of pharmacy sale. tot topical pain
relievers But the company marketing the product at the time changed
the formula and sales plummeted.
One of the inventors of the original
formula has brought it back to the
market under the trade name AR T1 I
ARREST and says it can relieve pain
for millions
ARTH ARREST works by a dual
mechanism whereby one ingredient
relieves pain immediately, while a
second ingredient seeks out and destroys the pain messenger signal before it can be sent to the brain, t:onsidered a medical miracle by some.
the ARTII ARRUS1 formula is useful in the treatment of painful disorders ranging from minor aches and
pains to inure serious cuoditions such
, ten/LS arthntes, bursitis, rheumatism

s, hackact ald more.
AR111 ARRES, is available in a
convenient roll-on applicator at phar-

macies without a prescription or call
l400-339-3301 Now available at
WALTER'S PHARMACY
604 S. 12th St.• 753-7680

the first few procedures. performed in operating rooms.
The latest announcement
from Conceptus means that Dr.
Green has been certified to provide the procedure in the physician's office.
"This means a great deal to
women who are need to secure
permanent birth control,- said
Green. "With this procedure.
there is no long recuperative
period or discomfort from surgery. and. in most cases, only a
single day away from work.
Often, it may be done in the doctor's office,
Green has also been on the
surgical team that pioneered
outpatient surgeries for stress
incontinence and treatments for
the conditions usually requinng
hysterectomy.
"Whenever we can keep a
patient out of the operating
room, or reduce the aniount of
risk and time associated with

surgery, it's a real benefit to the
family and the patient." he said.
"This is going to be a big
advantage to the women of the
Murray area." said Dr. Gene
Cook, president of the Clinic's
Board of Directors. "We are
proud of the quality of care we
provide, but we're also very
proud of the people. like Dr.
Green. who provide that care.Murray Woman's Clinic: has
been providing Murray area
families with women's healthcare for over 50 years. They are
a private practice that is "committed to providing comprehensive and compassionate quality
care,- said practice manager
Gary Houck.
The Clinic is located at 305
South 8th Street in Murray and
may be contacted by telephone
at 753-9300.
It has regional offices in
Draffenville and Cadiz.

FREE TOUR DATES:
Monday, July-28.- Friday, Aug 1 Noon - 900 p.m.
Sat. Aug. 2, 9 a.m. - 9 p.m.
Register for a FREE chance to win a $10,000 shopping spree at
Fleming Furniture or Ashley Furniture HomeStore
just for visiting the home!
A limited number of tickets are available
at US Bank, Regions Bank,
Carlisle County Farm Bureau!
Tickets are also available at the Dream Home!
DIRECTIONS TO THE DREAM HOME.
From Paducah take I 24 East to Reidland em ,r CE
Turn nght onto Hwy 68 Take first right onto Reidiand Roan
Drive approvimateiy 14 mile across from Traders May
Turn Left on Sand Road Once apOroximateiy I mite
Meadow Ridge Subd.vision ,S on *6
The souse is UP one tIock on lett
Turn :nto subdivision

Iva

www.stjudedreamhome.org
1-800-382-8604
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Calloway Laker Band will
give preview show Friday

Garden designer Carloftis beckiing
will speak in Paducah
KenPADUCAH. Ks tucky grown and nation:illy
known. garden designer Jon
Carlon', will speak on Tuesday. Aug. 5 at the Baptist
Heart Center Auditorium in
Paducah. His appearance is
part of the Gardener's Toolbox Series offered by the
McCracken County office of
University of Kentucky Cooperatoe Extension Service.
The program. "The Heart
of the Garden.- is sponsored
by the Purchase Area Master
Gardener Association and the
Baptist Heart Center.
"With the heart center just
opening up. we thought good
health and gardening would be
a good tie-in." said Dava Hayden. horticulture extension
agent in McCracken County.
"Gardening is a healthy way
to get out, be active and promote good health:And you don't have to have
a lot of space to do it, she
said.
"There's a lot that can be
done with a small-scale space.
so exen people in the smaller spaces of Lower Town and
the downtown portions of Paducah can try their hand at gardening." she said.
That's one of the reasons
why the organizers of the event
wanted to bring in Carloftis.

It that have ot sear agam It is thc Annual
Sidewalk Sak This sear a, usual we will
also hase our said sale We base lot, of genrli used clothe, shoe, harkibags. belts and
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Fm the Sidewalk Sale there will be iesvekv
starting at IrOg and S5 SIO. S I 5 rack, Shoes
will be 010-S15
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cool off
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A natp.e. of Rockcastle County and a graduate of the t. nt
sersity of Kentucky. he mosed
to New York City where he
made a name for himself
designing rooftop gardens for
notable New Yorkers Today
he is one of the premier garden designers in the country.
His designs have been featured in publications that
include House Beautiful, Country Home, The New York Times
and Martha Stewart Living.
His presentation will include
how-to tips for gardeners of
all skill levels. A reception and
book signing will follow his
talk.
Organizers are inviting area
gardeners to bring in container gardens to help set the
atmosphere.
"We wanted to highlight
some of their creativity and
also inspire people to pull color
into a small space with container gardening." Hayden said.
"We're inviting Master Gardeners. garden clubs, and garden centers to bring in some
inspiration pieces for the program."
She asks that those interested in bringing in a container garden contact her no later
than 10 a.m, the day of the
event.
Doors .._ipen at I p.m. on
Tuesday. Aug. 5 at the Baptist Heart Center Auditorium
in Western Baptist Hospital in
Paducah. The event is free and
open to the public, but due to
limited seating, reservations are
required. Hayden said they will
also have standby opportunities available on the day of
the event.
-We'll allow in the first
200 people with tickets, and
then we'll see where we are
at that point," she said.
For ticket reservations or to
sign up to bring a container
garden for display, call the
McCracken County extension
office at 270-554-9520.

Rotr
305 South 12th
Murray, KY • 753-7441
www.dk-kelley.com

The Calloway County Laker Band will
have a preview of its upcoming 2008 Laker
Band Field Show on Fnday at 5:15 p.m.
The show performance will be on the
practice field behind CCMS.
The public is invited to come and enjoy
the show and support the Laker Band.

Emmanuel plans VBS
Jo's
Datebook
By Jo Burkeen
Community
Editor

Emmanuel Baptist Church, 1614 Hwy. 121
North. Murray. will have Vacation Bible
School on Thursday and Friday from 6 to
8:15 p.m. and Saturday from 9 to L30 a.m
at the church. Anyone needing a ride call
753-3292 and it no answer leave a message

Soccer registration Thursday

Murray-Calloway County Soccer Association will have final
registration on Thursday from 5 to 8 p.m. at the Calloway
County Public Library. Online registration is available through
Aug. 3 at www.beecreek.org. A $25 late fee will apply for all
registrations received after Aug. 3. For more information call
Andrew Gullixson. 227-1518, Gwentia Wilhelm, 759-1765 or
Sally Bouley. 293-6244.

Gird-Iron Girls plan promotion

The newly formed Grid-Iron Girls of Calloway County High
School will have a car wash on Saturday starting at 9 a.m. at
Taco Johns. Proceeds will help buy them purchase T-shirts.
sweatshirts and materials for the group.

Clothing drive is this week

Mr. & Mrs. Adam Summerlott
Stephanie Spann and Adam Summerlott were married on
Saturday. July 26. 2008. in an informal ceremony at the home
of the bride's grandparents. Darrell and Virginia Mathis.
The bride is the daughter of Rick and Lisa Spann of Murray. She is the granddaughter of Darrell and Virginia Mathis
of Murray. Bob and Ramona Mileham of Almo and Enoch
and Peggy Spann of Leland, Ill., and the great-granddaughter
of Louise Carroll of Murray.
The groom is the son of Eddy and Joann Summerlott of
East Prairie, Mo. He is the grandson of Bealus Summerlott
and the late A.J. Summerlott. and Aubrey and Dora Wilson,
all of East Prairie.
Josh Herndon officiated at the ceremony.
The bride's attendants were Amber Parish of Charletson.
MO_ and Shanna McClure. sister of the bride. Murray.
The groom's attendants were Ryan Ellwell of Illinois and
Ryan McCafferty of Murray.
The bride is a graduate of Calloway County High School
and a 2006 graduate of Murray State University with a degree
in animal health technology. She is employed by Charleston
Health and Wellness Center. Charleston, Mo.
The groom is a graduate of East Prairie High School, East
Prairie, and a 2005 graduate with a degree in agri business of
Murray State Univeisity. He is employed by Agri-Chem in
Hopkinsville.

A Hispanic Ministry Clothing Drive is being held this week
by the Blood River Baptist Association. Men's summer shirts
and pants may be taken to the association office at Hardin or
the Baptist Campus Ministry, located at the corner of Waldrop
Drive and Chestnut Street. Murray. Work clothes are needed
most. Also needed are canned drinks and snack cakes. For
more information call 437-4203.

Blood drive planned tonight

First Baptist Church will have its Blood Drive tonight at 6
in the Fellowship Hall. The procedure usually takes 30-45 minutes. You must be at least 18 years of age and weigh at least
110 pounds. The church urges persons to donate blood to help
the church reach its quota For more information call 7531854.

CCHS Council plans meeting

Calloway County High School Based Decision Making Council will hold a special called meeting today at 3:45 at the
media center. Another meeting will be Thursday at 3:45 p.m.
it needed.

Volleyball team plans event

Calloway County High School Volley Ball Team will have
a rebate afternoon and night rebate day Thursday from 4 to 9
p.m. at Backyard Burgers.

1141

Youth Sports plan promotion

Youth Sports Association of Murray (baseball/softball) will
have a rebate day and night on Thursday from II a.m. to 9
p.m at Sirloin Stockade. Customers are asked to tell they
cashier they are there for the YSA.
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CCHS Team will be honored

A reception in honor of the new Calloway County High
School Administration team of Brian Wilmurth, principal, Heath
Wall, assistant principal. and Josh McKee'. athletic director,
will be Tuesday. Aug. 5, from 5:30 to 6:30 p.m. in the high
school cafeteria. The public is invited to attend.

TOPS Chapter will meet

1
Bra
brat
at(
trot

Inv'
gue

TOPS (take of pounds sensibly) Chapter #469 will meet
Thursday at 5:15 p.m. in the annex of Calloway Public Library.
For information call Stephanie Cunningham at 753-7129 or'
210-4173.

Narcotics Anonymous will meet

Narcotics Anonymous will meet each Monday at 6 p.m. and
Tuesday and Thursday at 8 p.m. at St. John's Episcopal Church.
For information call 753-8419 or 1-877-447-2004.

Quilt Lovers sponsoring bus trip
Photo provided
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11 a.np. - Closing
• Medium Spaghetti With Meat
or Marinara Sauce
•Medium Lasagna
•6" Italian Roast Beef, Poboy or
Ham and Cheese Sandwich
•Reuben Sandwich

•Any Half Wrap With Dinner
Salad
•Pagliai's Chef Salad
•Any 8" Two Topping Pizza
'House Special 8" Pizza

WEDNESDAY ONLY

Medium Spaghetti $2.97
Large Spaghetti'3.96 Add Drink for 99e

Add Drink for 99e

Pagliait
970 Chestnut Street • Murray • 753-2975

•

Street closing announced

AV

All Day & All Night Specials for $5.00 + tax

Murray Quilt Lovers is sponsoring a chartered bus for its
members and anyone who is interested in going to the Nashville
Quilt Show on Saturday. Aug. 23. The cost is $25 per person
which needs to be paid at the time the reservation is made.
The bus will leave at 7:15 a.m. from the north end of the
Wal-Mart parking lot and return the same day by 7 p.m. To
make a reservation or for more information. contact Paula
Hulick at 753-0323 or 752-0662.
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Sycamore Street from Lynnwood Street to Doran Road will
be closed until 5 p.m. on Friday. Aug. 8. Culvert replacements
will be made, according to the release from the city of Murray.

•

Farmers' Market now open
Farmers' Market will be open on Tuesdays and Saturdays.
from 7 a.m. to 1 p.m. at the Calloway County Fair Grounds,
Ky. 121 North. Featured will be a large variety of products
from locally grown and harvested.

Bazzell Cemetery needs funds
Bazzell Cemetery is in need of funds for the maintenance
of the cemetery. Persons may send donations to Willis Sanders,
8224 St. Rt. 121 North. Murray, KY 42071.

Cemetery funds needed
Funds are needed to add to the fund for the upkeep of the
Salem Cemetery. located north of Lynn Grove. They may be
sent to Charles Windsor, treasurer. :66 Honeysuckle Ln., Murray, KY 42071.

Cemetery funds needed
Funds are needed to add to the fund for the upkeep of the
North Pleasant Grove Cemetery. These may be sent to Margaret Nell Boyd. treasurer. 1102 Vine St., Murray. KY 42071.
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Cnyagements

:Anniversaries

Mr. & Mrs. Gerald Rule in 1958

Prentice and Doris Duncan

Apple and Murdock

Prentice and Dons Duncan will celebrate their 500 wedding anniversary on Saturday. Aug. 1 2008.
They were married on that date in 1958 in Marion. Ind
They have one daughter. Dina Brandon and husband. Randy.
and one son. Dan Duncan and wife. Melissa, all of Almo.
Their three grandchildren are Emily, Andrew and Samuel.
all of Almo.
Mrs. Duncan is retired from the Bell Telephone Company
Mr. Duncan is a master logger and is an honorary Kentucky
Colonel.

Terry and Jennifer Apple of Almo and Stuart and Donna
Keys Poston of New Concord announce the engagement and
approaching marriage of their daughter. Ashleigh Keys Apple.
to William Tyler Murdock. son of Bill Ed Murdock and Angie
Murdock of Lyni. Grose.
Miss Apple is the granddaughter of Robert and Johnnie
Keys of Dalton. Ga.. and Paul and Joanne Apple of Paoli.
Ind.. and the great-granddaughter of Es a Jean Keys and the
late Denton Keys of Dalton.
Mr. Murdock is the grandson of James Ray and Jean Hamilton of Murray and Alfred and Mavis Murdock of Lynn Grove.
The bnde-elect is a 2002 graduate of Murray High School
and attended Murray State Unisersity. She is the manager of
Hamilton Granite & Marble. Murray.
The groom-elect is a 2003 graduate of Murray High School
and attended Murray State University. He is co-owner of Hamilton Granite & Marble, Murray.
The wedding will be Fnday. Aug. 8, 2008. at 8 p.m. at
First Baptist Church. Murray.
A reception will follow at the Murray Country Club.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend the wedding
and the reception.

Cnyayeznenis

Commissioner Farmer
invites Kentuckians to
celebrate Farmers'
Market in state

Mr.& Mrs. Gerald Rule in 2008
Gerald and Shirley Rule of 3. 1958. in Cocoa. Fla. Their
Bazzell Cemetery Road, Mur- attendants were Bill and Macie
ray. Coldwater community, will Wilkerson and Ted and Patricelebrate their 50th wedding cia Wilkerson.
Mr. Rule is retired from
anniversary on Sunday. Aug.
General Tire and Rubber Com3.
Sherri pany and Mrs. Rule is selfdaughter,
Their
Brawner, will host the cele- employed.
Their children are Terry Rule
bration in the fellowship room
at Coldwater Church of Christ and Sherri Brawner and husfrom 2 to 4 p.m. on Sunday. band. Chad.
Their grandchildren are
All relatives and friends are
invited. The couple requests that Coady Rule and Chandler and
Chasney Bawner.
guests not bring gifts.
The couple was married Aug.

Need Line lists items
needed
Need Line has issued a new
list of items needed to replenish the pantry for the clients.
They are salmon, tuna, spinach.
dry beans, spaghetti sauce,
instant dry milk, instant potatoes and juice for the pantry:
eggs , fresh vegetables, fresh
for
bread
and
fruits
freezer/cooler; dish liquid, toi-

let paper and bleach for personal hygiene and cleaning
supplies: and large brown paper
bags . These items may be
taken to the Need Line building at 638 South Fourth St..
Murray, between 10 a.m. and
4 p.m.. Monday through Friday. For information call 7536333.

Kelley and Warner
Ladd and Lynn Kelley of Greenwood. S.C.. announce the
engagement and forthcoming marriage of their daughter. Lindsey
Mane Kelley. io Spencer Lee Warner, son of George and Sharon
Warner, also of Greenwood.
The bade-elect is the granddaughter of Roy and Anne Logan
of Fulton. Ky.. Mary Armstrong and the late Dick Armstrong of
Mayfield., Ky.. Larry and Faye Kelley of Waverly. Tenn. and the
late Anita Kelley of South Fulton. Tenn.
The groom-elect is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Lee
of Greenwood. Jessie Ruth Warner of Greer. S.C.. and the late
W.E. Warner of Greenwood.
Miss Kelley is a graduate of Greenwood High School and is
a December 2008 candidate for graduation from Lander University, Greenwood.
Mr. Warner is a graduate of Emerald High School and a 2008
graduate of Clemson University. Clemson, S.C. He is employed
with The Lane Constructon Corporation. Orlando. Ha.
The wedding will take place on Saturday. Aug. 30. 2008, in
Greenwood.
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FRANKFORT. Ky. — Fanners' market customers can enjoy
live music, cooking demonstrations, children's activities
and other attractions to go with
Kentucky Proud foods at their
favorite markets during Farmers' Market Week Aug. 2-9.
First Lady Jane Beshear and
Commissioner
Agriculture
Richie Farmer will commemorate the week at the Lexington Farmers Market Aug. 5
at noon. Several other markets
have scheduled special activities during the week to honor
Kentucky's 120 farmers' markets. The celebration is sponsored by the Kentucky Farmers' Market Association.
"Farmers' markets are a great
source of fresh Kentucky Proud
fruits and vegetables." Commissioner Farmer said. "Many also
sell canned goods, meat, dairy
products, crafts, flowers and
other products. Those products
are made close to home by

Monday, August 4th
ONE DAY ONLY!!

25% OFF!
ENTIRE STORE!!!
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•
Also shop our NEW price selections in our
•
men's, women's, and children's department!
•
• 1102 Penis Rd.•(270) 247-7620• Nrs: Mos.-Sat. 9-5 & Sin. 1-5
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

your friends and neighbors. I
invite all Kentuckians to go
to your local fanners' market
and see what all the excitement is about."
This Saturday morning. the
Murray Downtown Saturday
Market will feature the Iris
Sale Es ent along with the regular market produce
The Farmers' Market by Calloway. County farmers will be
Saturday and Tuesday from 7
a.m. to 1 p.m. at the Calloway
County Fairgrounds on Ky. 121
North. Murray.
On Aug. 2. Paducah's Downtown Farmers' Market will stage
a scavenger hunt for kids and
cooking demonstrations for
adults.
Many other markets are planning Farmers* Market Week
activities. For more information, go to the Kentucky Farmers' Market Association Web
site, www.kentuckyfarmersmarket.org.

DINH VIETNAMESE
EGG ROLLS
NOW OPEN
Bubble Tea Beverage'
Flavored Green & Black Tea
Flavored Milk Tea
Original
Chocolate
Coconut
Green
Wheat Germ
Tam
Almond

Honey
Lychee
Coffee
Honeydew
Mango
Papaya

Green Apple
Strawberry
Green Bean
Pineapple
Sesame
Peanut

Smoothie
Green Mango
Orange
Taro
Black Plum Green Apple Honeydew
Peach
Champagne Passion Fruit
Piña Colada
Pineapple
Yogurt
Coconut
Kiwi
Blueberry
Coffee
Strawberry
Lemon
Mango
Lychee

Honey Mint
Original
Green Apple
Lemon
Passion Fruit Champagne
Peach
Orange
Pomegranate Strawberry
Pineapple
Honey
Mint

Black Plum
Lychee
Honeydew
Passion Fruit
Mango
Yogurt

Hot he& Tea
Original
Green
Almond
Wheat Germ

Taro
Coconut
Logan
(without milk) or ice

Additional Flavors

Apple Jelly
Coconut Jelly
Tapioca
Lychee Jelly Coffee Jelly Coffee Pudding
Across from Pcbgua Library
212 North 15th Stract • 761-011%1H (3464)
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GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Tinet
EYING THEIR FUTURE: Calloway County High School seniors Kelsee Knight (above left) ana
Kayla Houston (center) look over their class schedules for the upcoming school year Tuesday
during senior day at CCHS. Also pictured is Sarah Houston. At nght, Murray High School seniors (from left) Hayley Whght and Sarah McNutt check their upcoming class schedules
Tuesday duhng senior day at MHS.

Runners'trek goes through LBL
to remember fallen military
A dedicated team of runners
is running across America from
Fort Invin, Calif.. to Arlington
National Cemetery — one mile
for every soldier, sailor, airmen,
and Marine killed in Operation
Iraqi Freedom.
For 10 weeks, team members
will mark each mile with an
American flag and signcard in
an apolitical reflection of
remembrance of each service
member.
Their scheduled route will
take them through wester
Kentucky and Land Between the
Lakes on Friday.
Thursday. they plan to run
from Herrin. Ill., to Brookport.
III., a distance of 62.84 miles.
On Friday, they plan to run from

auct

Brookpon, through Paducah and
on to near the KentuckyTennessee border in LBL, a distance of 60.21 miles.
Motorists are asked to be
alert for this group as they travel through the area and use
appropriate caution as they
approach the support carivan
and group of runners.
On Saturday, the team will
run from LBL to near
Cunninghatn. Tenn., a distance
of 59.86 miles. The group will
then travel on through Tennesse
toward their destination.
For more info on this special
event go to http://www.runforthefallen.org.

A
Twice as fast.

Half the price.

GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times

WORK IS STACKING UP: Brandon Duncan, Eric Hodges and
Jason Duncan (top to bottom), from A&M Construction of
Paducah, work Tuesday to erect scaffolding in the Murray
State University Gums Center. The men will be repaihng plaster work near the ceiling of the center.

iPhone 3G. On the nation's fastest 3G network. Now just $199.

Leo Green

BUYING GOLD
Friday

Saturday August 1st & 2nd
10 a.m. - 4 p.m.
at

The Corner 8hoppe
Antiques & Collectibles
300 Main St.. Hwy. 641 S • Hazel KY

Bring Your Scrap Gold & Coins

1.866.MOBILITY - ATT.COM/WIRELESS - VISIT A STORE
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Ordinance Number 2006-1466
COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No 08-CI-00034

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 07-CI-00210
US. BANK NATIONAL ASSOCIATION.
Trustee for Lehman Brothers-Structured Asset
Investment Trust SAIL 2006-4,

BENEFICIAL KENTUCKY,INC
cVbe Beneficial Mortgage Co Of Kentucky,

PLAINTIFF.

PLAINTIFF
VS NOTICE OF SALE

VS NOTICE OF SALE
JANE M SHOEMAKER. Unknown Defendant,
Spouse of Jane M Shoemaker, LEE HATCHER,
Alla LEE A HATCHER CITY OF MURRAY.
MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION
SYSTEMS. INC , UNION PLANTERS BANK, NA.
CREDITRUST CORPORATION, F/KA
OXFORD CAPITAL CORPORATION,

DEFENDANTS

Circuit
By etrthe of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway
Court on June 10, 2008, in the above cauae, to satisfy the Judgment of the
sale
Phentiff in the approximate amount 154.716 71. I shall proceed to offer for
to the
at Inc Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky.
highest bidder, at public auction on Friday. August 1, 2008. at the hour of 10,00
am,local time, or thereabout, the following described property located in
Calloway County, Kentucky. with its address being 1512 Dudley Drive, Murray.
KY 42071, and being more particularly described as follows,
County,
Lot No. 3 in Section A of the Glendale Subdivision of Murray, Calloway
of the
Kentucky, as recorded in Plat Book 2, at Page 93 in the office of the Clerk
Calloway County Court. Murray. Kentucky
ewe of and
ALSO: That part of Lot No 2 lying east of a line fifty 1501 feet to the
parallel to the west boundary of Lot No 2 in Section A of the Glendale
Subdivision of Murray, Calloway County Court, Murray, Kentucky. as recorded
it Plat Book 2. at Page 93 in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County
heretofore
Court, Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky, in the book o at the pages
stated
This conveyance is subject to all the term., conditions, restrictions, easements,
etc., recorded with and a part of the Glendale Fuhdivision of Murray. Calloway
County, Kentucky, in the book at the pages heretofore stated
to the
Jane M. Shoemaker derived title to the above-described property pursuant
Page
death of Louise Shoemaker (See Affidavit of descent of record in Book 640.
Shoemaker
6961. in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court. Louise
the
obtained tier by deed dated March 26. 1980. in Book 160, Card 2550. in
office aft/ref/aid
thirty 1301
The aforementioned property shalt be. sold on a cash or credit basis of
with
days. but if sold on a credit of thirty 1301 days, the purchaser shall deposit
with
the Commissioner one-third 11/3/ of the purchase price and execute bond
with
good and sufficient surety for the remainder, in two equal installments
126 per annum from the date of
good and suffirtent surety, bearing interest at
be
sale until paid, and fully due and payable within thirty days A lien shall
if any, shall
retained on the property at additional security All delinquent taxes!,
be sold subbe ascertained and paid by the Commissioner, but the property shall

GLENDA K. CARROLL. a/k/a Glenda Kaye Carroll.
RONNIE D CARROLL, a/k/a Ronald Dean Carroll,
a/k/a Ronnie Dean Carroll, THE UNKNOWN DEFENDANTS,
Being the Unknown ISnanta, if any. of 1619 Catalina
Drive, Murray, Kentucky 42071, CITIFINANC1AL
SERVICES, INC , ALAN C STOUT, Solely in his
Capacity as Chapter 7 Bankruptcy Trustee in Bankruptcy
Petition Number 07-51104, COMMONWEALTH OF
KENTUCKY, COUNTY OF CALLOWAY, AND

H Thomas Rushing
H Thorns. Rushing, Mayor
Attest
sis Harts McClere
Harla McClure, City Clerk

Circuit
By virtue of•Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway
Court on June 10, 2008, in the above cause, to satisfy the Judgment of the
for
Plaintiff in the approximate amount of 374,743 87,! shall proceed to offer
Kentucky,
sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway County,
of
to the highest bidder, at public auction on Friday, August 1. 2008. at the hour
located in
10,00 a.m , local time, or thereabout, the following described property
Murray,
Calloway County, Kentucky, with its address being 1619 Catalina Drive,
KY 42071, and being more particularly described as follow..
in Murray.
Being Lot No. 3. Block 2 of Section 1 of Plainview Acres Subdivision
plat referKentucky, a plat of which is of record in Plat Book 2. Page 3, to which
ence is hereby made for a more particular description
Being the same property conveyed to Ronnie D Carroll and wife, Glenda K.
216.
Carroll by Deed dated April 19, 1977, and recorded in Deed Book 157, Page
in the Office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court
The aforementioned tracts shall be sold by the Master Commissioner on the
basis of cash or credit of thirty 130; days, but if sold on a credit of thirty (30)
(10%1 of
days, the purchaser shall depose with the Commisaioner ten percent
the purchase price and execute bond with good and sufficient surety for the
remainder, bearing intermit at 12% per annum from the date of sale until paid,
on the
and fully doe and payable within thirty days. A hen shall be retained
ascertained
property as additional security All delinquent taxes, if any, shall be
to 2008 ad
and paid by the Commies:toner. but the property shall be sold aubect
valorem taxes

Summary prepared by
Warren Hopkins, City Attorney

Ordinance Number 200E1-1487
(Second Reading; An ordinance rezoning property
located at 111 Poplar Street from Industrial to B-3
;central business based on the following findings 1;
the property has not been used for industrial purposes for several years due to the size and location
of the building 21 most industrial uses are locating
to the north side of the city in the current Industnal
Park on Max Hurt Drive: 3/ the EDC IA proposing a
new Industrial Park to be located on Highway 641
North. 41 the renovstion of this historic building will
raise opportunities for new residentialicommerrtal
development in the downtown area. and 5: the property Is contiguous to the B-3 zoning district to the
northwest Said property is owned by Larry
Herndon The Planning Commission approved said
recommendation by a vote of 9-0

Werner Enterprises
ext.
800-346-2818
150.
EARN extra cash.
evening hours, ideal
for individuals with
retail or telemarketing
expenence Call 7592485 for more Information.
FULL OR PART time
housekeeping_ Murray
Plaza Lodge. Apply in
person after 7:00PM
only, positively.
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS, full-time, training provided, must be
pay
dependable,
hourly rate and bonuses. Apply in person:
Signmasters, 8503 US
Hwy 68 East. Benton
(Farrdealing)

Wa H Thorns. Rushing
H Thome* Rushing. Mayor
Attest
e's Harts McClure
Harts McClure. City Clerk

Summary prepared by
Warren Hopkins, City Attornev

This 10th day of July, 2008.
Respectfully submitted.
MAX W PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

Ordinance Number 2008-14458
;Second Reading An ordinance amending 1136.064,
Findings Necessary for Map Amendment.
H Thomas Rushing
H. Thomas Rushing. Mayor
Attest:
see Hans McClure
Hurls McClure, City Clerk

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No 08-CI-00182

ject to the 2008 ad valorem taxes
The( 10th day of July, 2008
Respectfully submitted,
MAX W. PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

vote of 9-0

DEFENDANTS

CITY OF MURRAY,

(Second Reading) An ordinance to rezone a 3 198
acre portion of land located at 621 and 623 North
4th Street from R-2 (single family residentiall to B2 highway busmen/ based on the following findings lithe property is currently split zoned making
the residential part of the property landlocked, 2)
the existing zoning is inappropnate and the proposed zoning is more appropriate, and 31 the front
part of this property has been zoned for commercial
use since approximately 1974 Said property is
owned by Dan and JoAnne Roberta as Co-Executors
of the Heloise Roberto Estate The Planning
Commission approved said recommendation by a

DRIVERS A steady
ilestyle, Top pay. grea
benefits; No experience? No problem ,

PLAINTIFF,

CHASE HOME FINANCE, LLC,

Summary prepared by,
Warren Hopkins, City Attorney

VS NOTICE OF SALE

Circuit
By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway
of the
Court on June 23, 2008, in the above cause, to satisfy the Judgment
for sale
offer
Plaintiff in the approximate amount $70,737 66, 1 shall proceed to
to the
Kentucky.
County,
at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway
of 1.30
highest bidder, at public auction on Friday, August 8. 2008, at the hour
in
Pm., local time or thereabout, the following described property located
Road. Dexter, KY.
Calloway County, Kentucky, with its address being 4790 Radio
and being more particularly described as follows',

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No 08-CI-00087
COUNTRYWIDE HOME LOANS,INC.

PLAINTIFF.

VS. NOTICE OF SALE

LEGAL NOTICE

DEFENDANTS

DEBBIE CLLNARD,

in the
One Lot in the City of Dexter, Kentucky. as follows: Beginning at a stake
160 feet
east edge of US Highway No 641, corner to 0 A Puckett. thence East
in
to a stake, thence South 100 feet to a stake, thence West 160 feet to a Azar
the
the east edge of said highway. thence North with said highway 100 feet to

INSTRUMENT
Technician
Full time 40 hour (X)S11100 available immedipay
Starting
ately,
between $15.00-20.00
per hour. Must have
valid drivers license,
pass
to
able
be
Respiratory Fit Test &
Back
Drug Screen
Ground check will be
in
degree
done. A
Instrumentation is beneficial Basic Instrument
Qualifications as well
as Basic Electronic
Circuitry Required be
an
with
familiar
Industrial Environment
and knowledgeable on
;nstalling electncai circuit boards and power
supply. ultra sonic level
and switch controllers_
Knowledgeable on 3
phase motors, project
logic control, programmable variable speed
90130
GE
drive.
Control s-/stern and 420 Mil-Amp flow meter.
Please call 270-3955800 to set up an
appointment.
LPN/RN Busy medical
office Four days a
week. Send resume to
2957 HWY 641 N.
Murray, KY 42071,
Must
753-1215-fax.
include references.

All stored items in storage units hated below at
Murray Store & Lock. 641 North. Murray KY
42071, have been abandoned and if all charges for
thus unit are not paid in full on or before Auguet 15,
2008, Murray Store & Lock will have legal posseesion of all Items stored in this unit A sale date for

MARKETING
Pleasant voices needed for easy phone
work. No selling.
Immediate hilt/part
time positions. Work
Monday-Friday. $7$16 per-hour. Paid
weekly Call 753-9024.

sled items will be no later than August 25, 2008
Unit 20A rented to Erik Duncan Unit 5B rented to
Mane Wilson, Unit 4S rented to Larry Karns

point of beginning
EDITH WHEELER,

DEFENDANTS

Circuit
By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway
of the
Court on June 10, 2008, in the above cause, to satisfy the Judgment
to offer for sale
Plaintiff in the approximate amount $42.872.81, I shall proceed
Kentucky, to the
at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway County,
of 1:30
highest bidder, at public auction on Friday, August 8, 2008, at the hour
in
located
Pm , local tune, or thereabout, the following described property
KY
Hazel,
Street,
Third
301
Calloway County, Kentucky, with its address being
42049, and being more particularly described as follows.
of the nght of
Beginning at an iron stake in the Intersection of the East edge
and the North
way of Third Avenue in Hazel, Kentucky. ;a 60-foot right of way)
in a
edge of the right of way of Center Street la 30-fore right ef way); thence
for a
Northerly direction with said East edge of the right of way of Third Avenue
angle of 89 deg
distance of 75 60 feet to an iron stake, thence, with an interior
thence
stake,
15' and in an Easterly direction for a distance of 141 31 feet to.
for a diswith an intenor angle of 90 degrees 36 and in a Southerly direction
of Center
way
of
right
the
of
edge
tance of 72 15 feet to a stake in the North
Westerly direcStreet. thence, with an interior angle of 90 degrees 48' and in a
right of way of
tion for a distance of 141 12 feet with the North edge of the
calls of the above
Center Street to the point of Peginning ;The first and last
description from an interior angle of 89 degrees 21 )
the land
Except any interest in the coal, oil, gas and other minerals underlying
and all
which has been heretofore conveyed or refereed in prior conveyances,
and other minernghta and easements in favor of the estate of said coal, oil, gam

the land
Except any interest in the coal, oil gas and other mineral. underlying
all
which has been heretofore conveyed or reserved in prior conveyances. and
minerrights and easements in favor of the estate of said coal oil, gin and other
als, if any
Being the same property conveyed to Debbie Chnard from Valeria D Hemmer
in Deed
and Michael Hemmer, wife and husband, by deed dated July 21, 2006,
Book 6.53, Page 369, in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court
thirty (30)
The aforementioned property shall be sold or. a cash or credit been of
with
days, but if sold on a credit of thirty 301 days the purchaser shall deposit
with
bond
execute
and
price
the Commissioner one-third 11/3) of the purchase
with
good and sufficient surety for the remainder, in two equal installments
date of
good and sufficient surety. beanng interest at 12% per annum from the
be
gale until paid, and fully due and payable within thirty days A hen shall
if any, shall
retained on the property at additional security All delinquent taxes,
be sold sub
be ascertained and paid by the Commissioner, but the property shall
ject to the 2008 ad valorem tales
This 11th day of July, 2008
Respectfully submitted.
MAX W PARKER
Meister Commissioner
Calloway: Co-ctut Court

als, if any
Wheeler, by deed from
Being in all respects the same property conveyed to Edith
Book 675. Page
Curtis Darnall, et ox ,dated December 29, 2006, of record in
604 in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court
credit basis of thirty 1301
The aforementioned property alien be sold on. cash or
shall deposit with
days, but if sold on a credit of thirty 301 day., the purchaser
and execute bond with
the Commissioner one-third 11/31 of the purchase price
installments with
good and sufficient surety for the remainder. in two equal
annum from the date of
good and sufficient surety, bearing interest at 12% per
days A hen shall be
sale until paid. and fully due and payable within thirty
taxes, if any. shall
retained on the property as additional security All delinquent
shall be sold sub
he ascertained and paid by the Commissioner. but the property
el to the 2008 ad valorem thee.
This 11th day of July. 2008
Respectfully submitted.
MAX W PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

Weise

Ikea
RUGBY
If interested in a las
pace, aggressive con
act sport this ,s it No
experience necessary'
For info call
Cody Wallis
270-839-5810
John Barton
270-994-2254
it.Merreighigger.e.
lin Pi ww.rnsw76011
11,1•10.444.
tele wire ewirir•
V.. ,
•56 *w*.tlesr.

THE Murray Ledge
& Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies

PAINTER needed
58.00-511,00 an hour.
226-0505

do

occur. Readers using
this information do
so at their own risk
Although

persons

and companies mentioned herein are
believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledoer & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for
their activities.

OFFICE MANAGER
and CLERICAL
Calloway County Fropana
al,ray hAS an weeny ire
or CAfice Manage, and a
Cisme oosition FANS have
a good Metre and onto
wort expenerce The best
pot, you ail Over 5805 roth
exceent try and bwl.""
Piease call (2701753-7485
or 1-8004174-4427
art 142 or email
wyanwyckeupeas core

060
Help Maid

Hs( *mild

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
"help wanted- section
on our classifieds
webpage at
rriurrayledger corn.
you will be redirected
to ioboetwork corn
By default,
Murray and local yob
listings will appear on
this website
However. as a national
website, not all listings
on the patsnerwork com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times Please call
us if you have any
question, regarding
the Murray area
Job listing, Thank you
DO you IOW worldng
with kids?
Wee Care Enterprises
may be Just the place
for you; Full lime and
part time positions
available
Apply at
Wee Care
109 S 15th St.
Murray, KY 42071
(270)753-5227
LOCAL delivery position. flexible schedule
fulV part time Use your
own vehicle Cash paid
weekly Call 759-2485
for mon information

I.

Find out what's
happening
this summer...
suoscrib• to ttsa

Mt RR %I

LEDGER&T1MES
Home Delivery
3 ow
6 so. -----155.06
1 ye..---$1•SAA

LOCal Mall
(Calkerryi
1
3 mo.
1
6...-163.811
1 yr. --4...-...111111.811

Rest of KY/TN
tyre-we & Brawn

All Other Ma
%Moieties*
1
3...
6 les
1
--$148.110
1 yr

3 ma...---478.50
6.J11.1111
31211.1111
1 yr.

1
Check

Money Order

Visa

M/C
1

Nam.
1
1
1

St Addres,
City
Zip

State
Daytime Ph.

Mail this coupon with payment to
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call 12701 753-1916

CLASSIFIEDS

2B • Vkednesday, Jul, 30, 20W4

Levi
Nola

Murra, Ledger & Times

INVITATION FOR IUDs
The Housing Authority of Fulton will receive sealed bids for Aidew•lk Repair of
pm per
various walks in Development KY43-1, 43-2. 43-3 and KY43-4 until 1
mulling time ih Thursday, August 21 2008, at the office of the Housing Authority
if Fulton 201 North Highland Dive Fulton. Kentucky at which time and place
all bids will is publicly opened and read aloud
Proposed form of contract documenta, including plans and specifications, Sr.- on
file at the offices of the Housing Authority of Fulton and Kentucky Consultants,
432 South S'-h Street. Louisville, KY 40202 A pre-bid conference will be held at the
Housing Authorty office on Thursday. August 14. 2008, at toll prevailing time
Copies of the documents will also be on file at the following locations for examination by interested parties
Western Kentucky Construction Association
2201 McCracken Blvd
Paducah. Kentucky

wiccA Plan Room
1623 Highway !21 Bypita.
Murray Kentucky 42071

West Tennessee Plan Room
439 Airways Blvd
Jrukatin Tennessee 314301
DESCRIPTION OF WORK:
The work consists of removal and replacement of selected existing sections of concrete walkway paving, grinding of heaved sections of others, grioding of curbs
where cost effective and repair or replacement of other curbs as described in the
Contract Documents The work includes everything required for a complete walkway restoration in four developments
Work includes providing all items, articles, matenals, operations or methods herein listed, mentioned or scheduled on the drawings and/or herein, including all
labor, matenals equipment services and incidentals AP necessary for their COMpletion

TO, THE UNKNOWN SPOUSE, IF ANY. OF
BELINDA MARIE TEAGUE AIWA
SELMA TEAGUE

The successful Bidder will be required to furnish and pay for satisfactory performance and payment bonds All Bidders shall include with their bid •statement from
an acceptable surety that if their bid is accepted, the surety will furnish to the
Bidder the required performance and payment bond or bonds required by the contract documents
Attention is called to the provisions for equal employment opportunity and payment of not less than minimum salaries and wages. as set forth in the specificstools must be paid on this project Any prevailing wage rate oncluding basic
hourly rate and any fringe benefits, determined under state or tribal law to be
employed under the contract is inapplicable to the conti act and shall not be
enforced against the contractor or any subcontractor with respect to employees
engaged under the contract whenever the following occurs
A Such non-federal prevailing wage rate exceed
1 The applicable wage rate determined by the Secretary of Labor pursuant
to the Davis-Bacon Act ,40 U SC 276. et gag , to the prevailing in the
locality with respect to ouch trade,
2 An applicable apprentice wage rate batted thereon specified in an
Apprenticeship program regurterod with the Department of Labor of DOLrecognized state apprenticeship agency, or
3 An applicable trainee wage rate based thereon specified in a DOL-certified
Trainee program or
B Such nor-federal prevailing wage rate, exclusive of any fringe benefits.
exceeds the applicable wage rate determined by the Secretary of HUD to be
prevailing in the locality with respect to such trade or position
Appropriate bid documents shall be attached to each bid Affirmative Action
Program for Equal Employment Opportunity, Non-Collusive Affidavit. and
Previous Participation Certificate. HUD Form 2530. shall he submitted with each
bid
The Housing Authority of Fulton reserves the right to reject any or all bids or to
waive any informalities in the bidding
No Bid shall be withdrawn for a period of aixty )601 days subsequent to the opening of bids without the consent of the Housing Authority of Fulton
HOUSING AUTHORITY OF FULTON
Cindy Tolley, Executive Director

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 08-CI-002.34
PLAINTIFF
VS NOTICE OF SALE
JOSEPH A CHOPP!. CITIFINANCIAL
SERVICES,INC , SOUTHERN TAX SERVICES,
LLC, CITY OF MURRAY, KENTUCKY. AND
CALLOWAY COUNTY, KENTUCKY,

DEFENDANTS

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on June 10, 2008, in the above cause, to satisfy the Judgment of the
Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $74,369.49. I shall proceed to offer for
sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky,
to the highest bidder, at public auction on Friday,
August 1,200K, at the hour of 10.00 a.m., local time, or thereabout, the following
described property located in Calloway County, Kentucky, with its address being
1312 Kirkwood Drive, Murray, KY 42071, IPVA Map No 11-20-7, and being more
particularly described as follows

"Come Join a Winning Team"

KFC
205 N 12th St
Murray, KY 42071
(270) 753-7101

Notice is hereby given that it appears the undersigned attorney Was appointed on Of about Jun 9,
2008. as Warning Order Attorney In the Calloway
Circuit Court to notify' the above-named person who
may claim an interest in this subject matter of this
lawsuit if any, that an action has beer. filed which
concerns real estate which is located at 108 Spruce
Street, Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky

Let us combine over forty years of proven restaurant
success with your experience to make a new
addition to our restaurant family.

The Unknown Spouse is nereby advised that he
must enter an appearance and answer the
Complaint filed in the above-styled action within 50
days from the date of this publication or a default
judgment may be taken against him for the relief
sought in the Complaint

Area Supervisors
General Managers and Assistant Managers
Starting Salary
depends on experience

Copies of the Complaint can be obtained from the
Clerk of the Calloway Circuit Court, 312 North
Fourth Street. Murray. KY 42071
William C Adams, III
OVERBEY & ADAMS
291 Main Street, PO Box 1419
Murray. KY 42071
Telephone , 2701753-1292

MILtuipi

Promotions From Within
Medical & Dental Plan
401K

Receptionist
'Answer incoming calls on switchboard, route calls
and take messages
*Greet all visitors in a cordial professional manner,
deterrrunes nature of business, and annorince visitors
to appropriate personnel
'Maintain a comfortable, organized reception area
Provide general administrative support to management staff
*Answers questions about organization and provides
callers with address, directions, and other information
'Monitors visitor access and issues passes when
required
'Receives, sorts, and routes mail. and Inall1lIfinS Ind
routes publications
'Orders, receives, and maintains office supplies
"Other dunes may be assigned
Itequirements
High school diploma or general education degree
IGEDi one to three months related experience
andior training,
Please send resume,.

The property herein conveyed is subject to the restrictions as recorded in Deed
Book 111. Page 363. and subject to a 10 foot public utility easement as shown on
the recorded plat of said subdivision in Plat Book 2, Page 14. in the Calloway
County Court Clerk's Office
The foregoing property description wart taken from a survey by FT Seargent.
Jr. FT Seargent & Associates of Murray, Kentucky. Registered Land Surveyor
No 2188, dated September 25, 1979
Being the same lands conveyed by deed from Kathleen P Chopp], single. to
Joseph A Chopp!, dated December 19,200(1, and of record in Book 378. Page
233 in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court
The aforementioned tracts shall be sold by the Master Commissioner on the
barns of cash or credit of th rty (300 days, but if sold on a credit of thirty i30
days, the purchaser shall deposit with the Commissioner ten percent 110% I of
the purchase price and execute bond with good and sufficient surety for the
remainder, beannis interest at 123- per annum from the date of sale until paid
and fully due and payable within thirty days A lien shall be retained on the
property as additional security All delinquent taxes, if any, shall be ascertained
and paid by the Commissioner, but the property shall be sold subject to 20081 ad
valorem taxes

IIIIAIEDIATE OPENING FOR
LICENSED LIFE A HEALTH AGENT
Established Purchase Area Agency
specializing in Employee Benefits is
needing an energetic individual to call
on new individual and group
accounts. Please send resume to:
P.O. Box 1040-F, Murray, KY 42071

MANAGERIAL POSITION

CNA/Nurse Aide Full time
lOpm-6am
PRN Work all shifts as needed.
Prefer experience, but will train.
Good working condition, pleasant
atmosphere. Apply in person
at Fern Terrace Lodge
EOE

Now hiring doormen
for security purposes.
Apply in person.
no phone
calls please

Management Group, LLC
4.4

italigzA.
Brinhaven of Benton is currently accepting applications for a full-time Social Services Worker Longterm care experience preferred We offer competitive
wages and an excellent benefit package Apply in
person at Bntthaven of Benton 2607 Main Street
Hwy 641 S Benton KY 42025
EOLIAAE NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE

Green Acres Health Care is Seeking a qualified
Offic-e Manager, Responsibilities include

MURRAY Real Estate
Licensing Class July
31-August 30
8g
270-2230
0
7Chamber

Night
Hiring
NOW
Audit Apply in person
Inn
only
Holiday
Express Hwy 641 N
Murray

AMANDA'S
Home
Daycare has openings
in her home Small
daycare in a graat
home
environment
Autobond
accepted
Low rates Please call
270-293-5212 or 270753-7031
Are you tired of cleaning and to keep things
organized? (I do
or
offices
homes)
You've found someone
to help! I love to organize and clean $15.00
and hour. Call 270753-2643. References,
38yr. experience

SUPER Cleaning
Do you need your
noose cleaned top to
bottom? If so give
Michelle a call Ref
available
731-336-3891
WILL clean houses
(270)293-5806

Local retail business
for
sale
Excellent
income for husband &
wife team includes all
inventory, f&f
and
equipment For more
information call 630561-0203

Medicare/Medicaid/Third Party insurance billing

9 piece white wicker
lull bedroom furniture,
great-condition
$80000 293-2130

u.

Mow
Gras
Dixie
210-I
437-,
FURNITURE
AND
APPLIANCES
DRESSER and mirror
$300, next to new
Kenmore electric stove
$250, antique
bed
$200, microwave $50,
drop leaf table $100,
chest. TV. stand, vacuums and more Call
Nancy Phillips 4928780
FRESH
vegetables.
Friday & Saturday.
12:00-6:00, At 4-way
stop in Hardin or call
227-2162

SCOOTERS
50 CC S900
(423) 593-9399

t- ifSlory

Bookt tciir
,;ale Greal for
rn,unions

Cali 759.-4938.
or. 753-2350
POOL table 4 1'2'x8
$300 492-8736
SONY Flat Panel TV's
Full line of all Sony flat
panel TV's. All the
newest makes and
models
including
Sony's
Best
XBR
series_ On display for
free delivery & set-up,
custom
surround
sound installation also
available. Guaranteed
lowest prices, locally
owned and operated.
Come in see these
magnificent TV's in
action_
Murray
Telephone
Electronics. Inc.. corner of 8th and Arcadia.
(270)753-7567.
TOP quality
consignment furniture
accessories and
antiques
Reed Interiors
603 Main St
753-6361
TREX Composite
Decking
5/4x6x20t1.
$29.80 per piece
Other links available at
Kashway Building
Materials, 3 ml north
of
Benton on HVVY 641.
270-527-1466.
WHITE
stove
and
refrigerator Good condition $200 for both
489-2088 leave message
WINNIE The Pooh 4inl
bassinet
$65
Aquarium Take-A-Long
swing $45
Evneflo infant cart seat
$40 8 pc puppy baby
bedding set $25
All from smoke free,
oet
tree
home
Excellent
condition
873-8129

accounts payable functions. Successful

Classifieds

candidates will have 3-5 years expenence
Knowledge of Medicare and Medicaid billing a

Office
OPen

42066 or apply in person. No phone calls
please. ECE

7:30am -5pm

4-4-44 To 2-SDAMS & ADAMS
-i-56 To 11-1-55
CM:FARMS.

Mon- Fri

KY 362lie
MURRAY,KY
KY 55361447
WING°,KY

Sage $913 Hr iii overact gueariteed, all mots and equtp fur
nished Housing provided tor those beyond commuting
Transportanon and subsistence pay, after 504 of contract complet.
ed Apply for diktat a the nearest Kentucky Office of Employment
dr Training. Dovnion of Workforce Development Office using ion
order manners KY g above wan. copy of this advertnement

To place

l

yourad call

, 753-1916

11%

1961
hOM1
prop
reasi
Has
2934030

1994
rnObt
Thre
full b
& air
deck
(270

GAS BUSTER

60

as well as oversight of payroll, personnel and

Care. 402 West Farthing Street, Mayfield, KY

NOW taking implicit
Ions for all positions
and all shifts Apply
n person at Sonic
Drive-in, 217 S. 12th
St., Murray, KY. No
phone calla.

Adult male caregiver
willing to st'provide
care for adults. Also
willing to house sit and
pet sit. Overnight if
Contact
neccessary.
270-753-8801.

If you would like a
weekly house cleaning.references are
available, please call
me (270)767-1636

ADMINISTRATIVE POSITION
Davco Homes. Inc has an opening for an
Administrator at our personal care facility in
Murray. Preference will be given to R N.,
L.P.N., BF '4. or a Bachelor's degree in
health - are, business or related field.
Experience in persona! care administration a
plus. Experience in supervising and/or training
along with good leadership skills a must. Paid
holidays, sock days, vacation provided. Other
insurance benefits available. Salary
commensurate with experience.
Send resume to
Sue Fuchs
Davco Homers, Inc.
7 Woodford Ave.
Owensboro, KY 42301

TEMPORARY HORTICULTURAL
AGRICULTURAL LABOR
RECEPTIONIST- for
doctor's office. Mus
have basic clerical
skills and excellent
personality for dealing
with
people,
Experience helpful, but
will train qualified person. To apply, call 759between
the
1116
hours of 8am to 5pm
Monday-Thursday.

Salary is commensurate with experience
Sportable
Scoreboards offers a
competitive. comprehensive benefit pack106
age
Apply at
Max Hurt Drive, Murray
or direct resume to
mfg recruiting•scor
eboard1.com

CLEANING houses 20
years experience
270- 753-9006

FERN TERRACE OF MURRAY, LLC
1505 STADIUM VIEW DRIVE
MURRAY, KY 42071

Dena Bryant, Administrator. Green Acres Health

I

'live- a,

flIOPPfS Of
MORAY

'060
Ns 1/10101

-11
'

alelsete Geody's
Illawks's)

Bruthaven of Benton is currently accepting applications for LPN's We also offcr an excellent benefit
package Must be licensed in the State of Kentucky
Apply in person at Bntthaven of Benton 2607 Main
Street Hwy 641 S Benton, KY 42025 E0E./AAE NO
PHONE CALLS PLEASE

of their work

Darns& 8 Chimera]

C.A. ONES

black
custom
4/11'
viking stove with grill
and griddIe 270-2362210, 270-236-2751

2 BI
New
lake
$25C
436-,

090

Managerial positions available at local C-store
chain_ Competitve hourly/salary. Must be
available to work flexible hours. Send resume
to KLOC,620 S. 4th Street, Murray, KY 42071,

eframeOdliecklories.nel

•]
4,1
•4

2 crypts at Murray
Memorial
Gardens
Deluxe
Companion
Package
inside
Chapel Opening and
closing lee included
(4791244-5968

Must Pass Background Check
401 K

Apply:
At KFC Restaurant
or
Send resumes to:
Attn: Phillip Marshall
807 25th Ave E Tuscaloosa, AL 35404
marshall(d)mfkfc corn
Fax:(205)553-6477

roust Send resume and salary requirements to:
Thin lath day of July, 2008
Respectfully submitted.
MAX W PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

Paid Vacations
Must Pass Background Check
Bonuses

Promotions From Within

Lot No 7, Block "D" Plainview Acres Subdivision, Unit No 4, located on
Kirkwood Drive, formerly Parklane Drive in the City of Murray, Calloway
Cc,unty, Kentucky, and more particularly described as
Beginning at the Southeast corner of the herein described tract of land, said corner being an existing pipe in the West right-of-way of Kirkwood Drive, formerly
Parklane Drive and located 110.00 feet North of the North nicht-of-way of
Clayshire Drive and being the Northeast corner of Lot No ri, thence, South 86
deg 31' 40" West. 140 14 feet to an iron pin , set i, a common corner of Lot No 8,
Lot No 8, Lot No 9 and Lot Nc 10, thence North 8 deg 44 20" West -9036 feet
to an iron pin iset), the Southwest corner of Lot No 6 thence, North 86 deg 31
40" East- 141440 feet to an iron pm last i in the West right-of-way of Kirkwood
Drive, thence South 3 deg 214' 2W East - 90 00 feet with said right-of-way to the
point of beginning

SCRAP
CARS

1

Adidas
For ids

Shift Leaders, Cashiers, 8c Cooks
Excellent Starting Salary

Accountant
'Prepares daily cash flow worksheets, logs daily
bank transactions and distributes to management/
c orporate
'Posts accounts receivable and miscellaneous cash
receipt.. transactions Maintain all accounts payable
files and records
'Process and post invoices, employee expense
reports, arid internal check requests for multiple
locations
'Prepares and posts tournal entnes Posts cancelled
checks for items that have cleared the bank
sPrepares monthly reconciliations for inclusion in
the re:onciliation binder
'Performs account analysis or detailed review for
identified accounts with supporting documentation
'Documents financial transactions by entering
account information. Summarizes current financial
status by collecting information. preparing balance
sheet, profit and loss statement, and other reports
'Reconciles financial discrepancies by collecting
and analyzing account information
'Complies with federal, state, and local legal
requirements by studying requirements, enforcing
adherence to requirements, filing reports, advising
management on needed actions
Other duties may be assigned
Requirements
Bachelor's degree (El A. I from four-year college or
university, two to three years related expenence
and/or training, or equivalent combination of education and expenence Degree preferred, but not
required Peachtree cop Required

Wentleary

NOW TAKING APPLICATIONS FOR ALL POSITIONS

RE: Liberty Capital v. Belinda Marie Teague
atida Belinda Magi., et at,. Calloway
Circuit ourt Civil Action Number
08-CI-00321

Copies of the documents may be purchased from the Housing Authority of Fulton.
201 N Highland Drive. Fulton, KY 42041 Phone ,270i 472-1115. for $5000 per
set, refundable on return in good condition A certified check or bank draft, payable
to the Housing Authority of Fulton, U S Government Bonds or a satisfactory hid
bond executed by the bidder and acceptable sureties in an amount equal to five 15 ,
percent of the bid shall be submitted with each hid

THE MURRAY BANK,

SWIM

Warad

LaeII
Nolte

furl

SPOFITABLE
"%Wad
I
Scoreboards
offers
opportunities for individuals who share our
positive commitments
and goals

MOM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3556

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD ELKINS

505 E South .121We are in search of full
time, day shift employees to fill positions on
these
areas
1)
Electronlc/circult
board repair, experience
required
2)
Scoreboard assembly, using small hand
tools
and
reading
schematics
are
required
Successful candidates
are
self-motivated
detail oriented and
take pride in the quality

ANT)QUES, Cali Larry
753-3633
BUYING
Junk cars trucks and
tractors 436-5235,
227-6004
CASH paid for
good, used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519S 121h
Murray

(270) 753-1713

LH
-11
1 BF
catio
Novi
753-

10
dowo
start
753-

2BR
CHV
ance
sate
$45C
Seou
(270
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COW
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$67,
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MAIN STREET
FURNISHINGS
Big Sale
New & Used
Furniture
1407 Main St.
(270) 781-7653

To email your ad
classifiedavmurrayledger COM

SPAr
smo
paid
pets
753

CLASSIFIEDS

Murray I.edger & riMCS

GAS BUSTER SCOOTERS

DOG Obedience
436-2858
Border
Purebreed
Collies born May 14th
had
shots
&
devromved 2 females
3 males $150 Great
family and herding
dogs 436-5589

'950

Mee

150ce $1fA
100

Register For
FREE
Gas Buster
Scooter
Drawing

Li±mv-ds-A

200 Poplar Street
(270) 836-7398

Mobile Homes For Sale
1968 64x12 mobile
home. central air,
propane tank. 2 BR
reasonalbe
utilities
Has to be moved 270293-3616. 270-9944030. 270-293-6572
1994 Fleetwood
mobile home 16x80
Three bedroom, two
full bath, central heat
& air. front & back
deck $20,000
(270)293-3847

2 BR trailer for ren
New Concord near
take $250 per month
$250 deposit.
436-6280

1 BR apt. various toe
cations Coleman RE
Move in free days.
753-9898
1 OR 2br apts near
downtown
Murray
starting at &200/mo.
753-4109.
28R 'IBA Duplex.
CFfVAC. all appliances, trash, quiet
safe neighborhood
$450/mo, 1 month
security, no pets
(270)519-4831
2BR duplex. nice.
C/H/A, appliances furnished. Various locations. Coleman RE
753-9898
2BR& 38R apartments
available. Great location. 1 year lease, 1
month deposit, no
pets. 753-2905
3 BR. 2 BA, all appliances furnished, nice.
541 Bailey Rd. $675
plus deposit. Call 270874-1599
4 BR, 2 BA, all appliances. Move in tree
days. Coleman RE.
753-9898
Cornerstone
Realty & Rental
Rental Picip...ity &
Property Management
Services available
CaN 761-7355
www lconterstonereaky com
EXTRA nice 2 BR, 1
BA duplex in Murray.
refrigerator,
Stove,
washer, dryer. $450
rent and deposit. (270)
293-3761
Large 2 BR, 2 BA
duplex. garage, C+1-LiA
$500 month. no pets
753-3949.
LARGE 38R. 28A on
1 yr
court square.
lease, Imo. deposit.
No pets. Newly constructed. $900 monthly.
water
&
Includes
garbage pick-up. 270978-0698.
apt
Large studio
above Bradley Book
Co on campus newly
1303
remodeled
Street
Chestnut
Includes
$675'mo
water and sewage
(270)293-3710

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
IS05 Diuguid Dnve • Murray. KY 42071
270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833- Ext. 283

BOG YARD SALE
11692 ST. RT. 94E
FRIDAY
AND
SATURDAY
7:00-4:00
Air compressor,
Jacks, tools
paint gun
fishing supplies,
clothing ect

One and Two Bedroom Apartments
Central Heat and Air
Accepting Application.

YARD SALE

Feria

1

2400 sq It horns on 3
beautiful acres in New
Providence 3 BR and
2 BA upstairs The
master bedroom features trench doors that
lead out to deck 1 BR,
1 BA kitchen living
room, dinning room
and utility room downstairs 2 car attached
and 2 cat de detached
garage
Concrete
driveway and sidewalk
5129,000 00 Call
270-227-9527
380RI2 be brick home
on 7 acres in north
Calloway, rrore info at
753-2761 293-2819 or
WWII owners com/WT
W7832
313R/2BA House,
CerseJC and separate
DUPLEX Expansion
potential. shade Great
location for
MSU/Schools/Shoppin
$135,000 (Sell separately') 753-8585
4 BR 2 BA brick house
on 3 6 acres Large
family room with fireplace
basement
Toward New Concord
$82.000
731-644-0783

302 N. 8TH ST

Office Hours 8 a.m.- 12 p.m.
I p.m. to .1 p.m.
0

11111
L
-77111weet

USED TIRES
13 15 In ,ner
Starting at S20
mounted

Call 753-5606

05 Suzuki King Quad
auto, 454, loaded iv/
options. $5.500. 2275807 leave message.
97 Explorer Eddie
Bauer, fully loaded,
power
everything,
manner Mustang OT
engine. $6,300 book,
94,900 obo
417-337-3561

2006 Nissan Altima
24,000 mules, roya
blue, electric cloth
owner,
1
seats.
$14,500. Call 4366074.
02 Toyota Camry LE,
white automatic, sunroof, spoiler, 103,000
miles,
28
mpg,
Michelin tires, one
owner. $8.000 obo
753-9523,
731-363-2520.

7:00-3:00
Pottery wheel,
G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cat (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. 1.4-F
KEY MINI

furniture and
more

YARD SALE
308 WILKINS DR
Murray, KY
436-6095
7-31 TO 8-2
8:00-?

WAREHOUSES
1850 St Pt. 121S
Murray. KY 42071
270-753-5562

3 BR 1 BA. 2miles
from town. Some utilities paid. No pets
$700 per month.
978-0880.
3-BR, 1-Bath, S.
Hazel/N. Puryear,
$450/month, no pets.
(270)293-1437
3BR, 213A. CM/A. all
aplliances.
2638
Backusberg Rd. 12ma
from
town. North
school district. Short
term lease. Pets considered. $725.
759-1771
BEAUTIFUL 3 BR, 1,5
BA home, on country
acre. $750 per month.
Call 361-815-3308.
HAZEL. 2 or 3 BR.
$350 rent plus deposit
and lease 492-8526.
LOVELY country home
in SW section of coun3BR.
1.5BA,
ty
central-air,
garage,
gas heat, no water or
sewer bull. Frig wi ce
maker, stove. washer
& dryer. NO PETS.
$800/monthedeposit.
293-0247.
WATERFRONT home
for rent. 2 BR. 2 BA,
fully furnished on main
channel
Kentucky
Lake. Hamlin area.
with single slip dock
and year-round water
annually
Available
$750 a month. Call
436-5091, 293-3629
Stomp Rentals
A&1 Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7568

All sizes to
fit your needs
Located by
Froggy radio station

73-8 9 759- 64

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
7211 S.4TH ST.
eerier re 121 s. &einetair.
late $25 10215 $40
12701 434-2324
1278)2934986

Antiques, radiator
heaters, TV's,
suitcases, bedspread, sheets &
dust ruffle & more
The Place to Start
iiray Lc:ego,
04,

MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available.
753-2905 or 753-7536

Ron Eaten
Murray Ledger k Timn
Housing Art !sour.

C.ornmeneal Prop. For Rant

All real estate advertised herein
subien to the Federal Fur
Housing Arc which makes it
illegal to ads,ernne any peter.
ence limitation or thscnnunanor bawd on race, coluc iebpon.'in, handicap, familial status or national origin. or intro
lion to make any sudi preferences. limitations re discrimination
is

1600 Sq. Ft. $1.200 a
month. 1701 St RI 121
Bypass. 1225 Sq. Ft.
$850 a month. 1625
St Rt. 121 Bypass.
Days 270-753-2225,
evenings
270-759-1509.
cell 270-227-0836.
OFFICE or retail space
available. Prime location. 753-2905.
293-1480
40'x413'
SHOPS
40x40', gas heat insulated., 12 ft walls.
Located 406 Sunbury
Circle, Murray. Call
Carlos Black
270-436-2935.

'state ljw,Nnind discrimination

in the sale rental ,re advertising
oi real estate bared or factor, in
addition to those protected
under federal law
knowingly accept MIN'
We
adverksing tor real estate wharf
IS INIlt in violation or the law All
per,ns are hereby informed
that all dwellings advertised are
ayaiLable on an equal opportunity haw
For further assistance widi Far
iiousmg iidvertning requirements, contact NAA Counsel
Rene P %lam.!71331 e48-1000

Mist Suppkes
AKC Scottish Terne
wheaten
Puppies.
color $350-$400.
270-236-2210,
270-236-2757.
Yorkie Poo pups for
sale, ready now $400
293-1047.

NEON BEACH
MININISTORAGE
•All Size Units
Avallabte
•Now Have
Climate Control

Boggess Self Storage
24/7 Self Storage
5x10 to 10x30
Brand New Buildings Completed
Across From National Guard Armori

759-5555
1465 State Route 121 N., Murray
3 Minutes From MSU

I \I ti .1)1 a 1 I
1111111'
1)1

IN town, 38R. IBA.
new appliances, carpet. ac, absolutely no
pets. $500/month pies
$500 security deposit.
270-293-5573.

lietiLTPFAMLY YAR13 SALE
In the air conditioning comfort of
Murray Banquet Center.
7:004:00
July al-August 9
(accept tor Sundays)
Located at Bet-Air Shopping
Center, next to Fred's.
1.000 at name! $ornettilno for Evervonel

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
•Inside climate control
storage
•Secunty alarmed
-Safe & clean
•We sell boxes,
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

GATESBOROUGH, 2
homes, FSBO
4/3/3. 3,000 AC, 4.000
total,
9
acres
$224,900. $10,000 for
remodel.
3,2/2
completely
remodeled
New
everything $159,900
417-327-3561.

OF•001•110.,

WANTED: Apps. 40
acres, mostly wooded.
rolling, lake or lake
water
site, public
preferably with or without house, country
road frontage.
270-354-5226

BUILDING lot for sale
(270)210-3781
(270)559-2032

MURRAY Estates. 3
BR, 2.5 BA.
Immaculate, tastefully
decorated 5 acre lot.
7 67-2246
New 2.4
Bedroom b011100
in Wyatt)*
Estates.
Matt jell..
293-7872
°WEB
relocating,
must sell 5 bedroom
house with
lots of
extras Call Ruth Mn
227-3876 Coleman RE

Owner Financed
Landeiome
$250 deposit
Terms Negotiable
(270) 4434737

REDUCED'
LAKE house, Three
bedroom 2 bath with
double garage, waterfront tor with trees,
storage shed, floating
boat dock, concrete
boat
ramp
Call
$248,500.00.
753-2905 or 293-8595
UNIQUE mini farm.
minutes from
just
Murray, 3 bedroom
house with above
ground pool_ Call Huth
Ann
227-3876
Coleman RE
AN*

2 years old, 3 BR, 2
BA, 1,650 sq ft, hardwood. carpet, crown
and fenced in back
yard. Call
270-210-7857.
NEW 4 BR. 2 BA. 2
car garage. concrete
drive 4,000 total sqft.
and 2600 living sqft
Landon Lane
Subdivision.
1270)210-3781,
(270)559-2032

06 New Age rnotorcy
cle.
200cc,
5sp
1,500mi
120mpg.
Bought new 3 months
ago. $1,200 obo. 8732258.

Selling your motorcycle or A1'V7
Call us, we'll be
glad to help.
Murray Ledger &
Times
270-753-1916

(AA)Governr
m t Funds available
for 1st time buyers who own land
or have family land!
Zero down, easy financing!
(270) 443-6737
-

FREE
Licensed
esnmates and Insured Estimates
Addttions Drywall, Painting. Wiodows,
Roofing. Decks, Sun Rooms
Screen Porches. Concrete and Repairs

Office: 270-761-6790
Cell Phone: 270-978-1007

YOU CAN DEPEND ON!
V0-293-5624
GRAVE
sand delivered
(270)293-1924

weekly & spo.ial mckupel
locally ow ned/operated I
759-1151 • 293-2713
293-Z7114

13 norm Expertencv
,
5_
•Yeer-Otle
"'meaty
• New Roofs 44.
11i.
ly
w
•Repairs
• Workmanship
Gueranleed
Free
Manta 7534355
Estimates! N„
C& 2934354

Rolleetlein
I

Professional Floor
Maintenance Service

3301 St. Rt 121N
753-8087

"A aeon Met Reflects *a Yee'
Specializing in Ceramic and
Commercial Tile

JIM
Lawn Servile
'Mowing Tpmmpq
Haultrig

Chevy Express
04
Conversion Van, 361<
miles, fully loaded, surround sound, captain
chairs, leather interior
wide screen tv/dvd.
$22,000. 436-5858

Calhoon Construction,uc

FREE
ROOFING CO.
winmrimmi JONES
QUALITY WORKMANSHIP

I \l l's V% \r II
I
%1 \\St.1 \II

FRIDAY &

NOW LEASING
1 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday
Wednes6ay, Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TOO *1-800-648-6056

CATHY'S
WaNpapenng
Painting
270- 227-6606
DIU HANDYMAN
Call us for all your
repair needs
Specializing in decks
& painting
293-5438

THURDAY

SATURDAY

"A Better Place To Store

SMALL 1BR, nonsmoking apt water
paid, available now, no
pets 5260/mo
753-5980

“imelles

Cocker spaniel pups
Blonde and wnne with
bionde $65 7 weeks
old Call
270-382-2369

•100 MPG
'New Shipment
*Over 500
Available

Used Zero Turn
Mowers
Grasshopper
Scag
Dixie Chopper
210-6268
437-4723

01.

Wedmeeday, July 30, 2008 • 3B

. Ask for Mitch
270-227-0906'

FREE ESTIMATES
Sass Warm • twee
270-705-1131

240 Megan my.
Mayfield, IT 42044

BRENT ALLEN SEPTECH
(270) 759-1 51 5

JOE'S JOBS

1 -4134 •
2000 Toyota Tundra
4x2 V8, great truck.
folly serviced including
timing ben, full power,
auto, ac. ps air bags,
tow package, am-fm cd
player, 114.000 meets
$6995. 436-5610.
97 F-250 Power stroke
diesel, ex -cab, 4x4,
$4,950 227-9055
& Steers
Craft
live
CHRIS
aboart houseboat 46
it, air, heat to 30 below
zero, insulated Newry
rebuilt twin reeds cruise
360 engine and rebuilt
interior with washer.
dryer. $35,000. At slap
in New Concord, KY. 1612-306-7569
1997 Javelin 151t. Bess
2001
with
Boat
Yamaha
4 stroke
motor and trailer. Good
condition
$4600
(270)293-9389.

LEE'S Carpet
Cleaning
'since 1971"
*Carpets *Upholstery
•Einergency Water
Removal •Ouick
DrY1h9
Free Estimates
753-5127
MOWING $ Trimming.
Any yardwork, any size
yard. Steven
767-9178.
NEED a metal roof
instalteda Call Damn at
270-752-0414

ALEXANDER SEPTIC SERVICE
(270) 753-5933
Aldridge & PecCuiston
Riddling Co
WI VOIR OW •
Ummastit
Pmilletinisabs

David's
Home

Improvement
Water DamageS Fic•Drs
Braces &Floor .,lossts
Rerrodelrog& Pumung
Dav,c1Ciallianore. Denier
wis Or, rsurance WoM
likaderCarel Accepted

TRENCHING
731-792-3951
731-336-5288

731-247-5422
270-293-2643

11011111CINIO

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Thursday.
July 31, 2008:
You breeze through challenges as
long as you listen to your inner voice.
h
If you think before you akt, you
.1.11.-SiN SIRS
could be surprised by what evolves
Mowing Martirumnz
and by the power of opportunities.
1.ands-i aping a
You could drag a lot, but also you
teat Vacuuming '
Satniainon guarantned have a sense of direction. Take need753-1816 U7-0611 ed time out in order to empower the
time you are 'on.' You might need to
Hill Electric poi: back more often than in the past.
Since 1986
If you are single, do not hesitate to
24 Newt swam zero in on the apple of your eye. The
Res , Corn., & Ind.
second part of this birthday year
Licensed & Insured
could tie very special and remarkable
All jobs - big or small
in the romantic decal:orient. If you
are attached, switch between quality
time alone as a couple and more436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
social periods. Go for that special
Service Complete tree vacation. Make what you want hapremoval, gutter
pen! Do not underestimate your
cleaning, hauling, etc.
charm! LEO understands you.
Insured
The Stars Show the Kind of Day
436-5141 A-AFFORD- You'll Have: 5
-Dynamic;4-Positive:
ABLE Hauling. Clean
3-Average. 2-So-so; 1-Difficult
out garages, gutters.
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
lune & tree work
**** You move from anchored to
ALL Carpentry
Remodeling, additions. creative. Tap into your extraordinary
decks. home & mobile ingenuity. Others often find you to
home repair, water & be resourceful and dynamic. Live
termite damage, tile & up to your reputation, and let others
hardwood floors. 3C know who you are. Share your
yrs exp. Larry Nimmo dynamic Ideas. Tonight: Start the
weekend earty.
753-2353 753-0363
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
APPUANCE REPAIR **** You might want to rethink a
SERVICE & PANTS decision carefully, especially if it
(270) 293-8726 OR might impact your personal life.
759-5534
How you deal with someone could
Chuck Van Buren
change considerably when you look
at the situation from a domestic perSI'll I 1
spective. Tonight: Easy does it.
Nlittlit II Iii4r,. GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** Communication picks up
later in. the day. Take charge. and
make sure you can handle the pressure. The unexpected keeps rear-53_ 153ing its ugly head. You Ciiri deal with
_
it; promise. Stay open to new ideas.
even if your knee-jerk reaction is
'nor Tonight: Chat up a storm,
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** Use the morning for any
project that is close to your heart. In
the afternoon, you could feel possessive or insecure. You know how
to deal with these feelings inside
and not make them part of your
interpersonal interactions. Tonight:
Your treat.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** Use the morning to get a
personal matter handled, How you
deal with someone could transform

753-9562

YEARRY'S
Tree
Service. Free estimates. Phone
436-2562. 227-0267
WEST
Calloway
County Development
Track Hoe, Dozer,
Backhoe work, Septic
systems Top soil and
Gravel for sale. delivered. 270-210-3781,
270-559-2032

9 yr. old
Sheppard/Husky mix
great with kids. Must
find new home.
978-3881
OLDER house trailer.,
livable, must move
(270) 543-3382.

Ilm lacinelles Near
because of new insight. You might
want to approach someone more
carefully and with deliberation. You
might get a surprise you are not
ready to deal with otherwise.
Tonight: Whatever makes you
happy.
VIRGO(Aug. 23-Ssipt 22)
lir** Use the morning for goals
and important conversations. In the
afternoon, your instincts will be to
hang back and handle a situation
differently; follow them. If you are
low on energy, take better care of
yourself. Tonight: Get some extra R
and R.
UBRA (Sept 23-Oct 22)
***** Others eye you for direction and information. Express your
innate leadership but also took to
being more sociable, c'aahedule a
long lunch or go to a networking
event in the later afternoon. Tonight
Where people are.
SCORPIO (Oct 23-Nov. 21)
**** Make a long-distance or
fact-finding call in the a.m. Mull over
how you are going to handle a situation. You need to trust your
completely.
instincts
more
Understand that you might need to
head in a new direction. Tonight: A
must appearance.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
***** Work with a specific
adviser or associate this morning.
With the information you gain, you
will know what to do. Take the
unbeaten path. Do what others
might not have the courage to do.
Tonight: Where there is MUSIC.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
***** Others present their
ideas. Listen: They might not be as
forceful or dramatic in their presentation as you are. yet there is validity in their thoughts. You discover in
the later afternoon how much
someone appreciates you. How
nice_ Tonight: Make togetherness
the theme.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** Easy does it. You want to
defer to others. Trust that you do
not need to interfere. If you do, you
discover the power of letting others
take a stand and do their thing.
Think positively. Tonight: Decide
who, what and where.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
**** Tap into your creativity to
shorten a project. Your ingenuity will
take you far and will allow for more
opportunities. Someone demonstrates his or her caring through
actions, not words. Enjoy, Tonight:
Relax with the moment.
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LeekinBack
IV years ago
Published is a piv lure of kff
Gentry of the Callow as County
Sheriff •s oftice showing new Is
elected Kentus:10 Chiet Justice
Joseph Lambert and Judges Ball
Graves, David Buckingham and
Rick Johnson some of the secunty measures at the new Calloway
County Judicial Center The photo
was by Staff Photographer Day id
Ramey
Mr and Mrs Ciil% In Hall will
be married for 50 years July 31.
Births reported include a by
0, 1011 and Laura Hurt. July 24,
a girl 10 Kimberly and Jeffrey Swift,
July 25
20 years ago
Published is a picture of Callowal. County Shenff JD Williams
pitching a case of whiskey in the
City Landfill as Deputy Dan
Baize!l hands out some more of
the beverages that were confiscated by the Shenff's Department
over the weekend The photo was
by Staff Phologlapher Donna Newcomb
Mr and Mrs. Fred Newsome
were married for 50 years July
Births reported include a girt
to Mr. and Mrs Randy Jeer. July
51 a gut to Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
Graham and a boy to Mr. and
Mrs Tommy Smith. July 24.
30 years ago
Published is a picture of Gus
Robertson, local fanner, surveying a corn patch devasted by the
drought. Local agricultural officials say a soaking downpour could
not reverse the damage to early:
corn, double crop soybeans and
tobacco which has already sustained damage due to the dry conditions The photo was by Staff
Photographer Lowell Atchley.
Ruth Parker presented a lesson on "Painting and Cross Stitching- and Violet Johnson presented a lesson on "How Homes
Develop Personalities- at a meet-

ing ot the Penn) Homemakers
Club at the home of Kathryn
Walker
40 years ago
Eleven students will represent
Calloway County at the second
youth conference on "Juvenile
Delinquency.'at Eastern Kentucky
Umversity, Richmond. Aug 9-11.
They are Bill Bryant and Frani,.
Ben). leaders, Lee Cntes. Mike
Keller, Mike Mct'age, Mary
Matarazzo, Carolyn
Hendon.
Donna Jones, Beth Garrison, Bob
Forrest and Steve Hamrick Mrs
Don Keller is the county representative for the conference
50 years ago
Commencement exercises for
the 202 Murray State University
summer graduates will be Aug. 8
at 4 p rn. in the auditorium.
Mrs. Jack W. Frost of Murray
will direct one of the clinics for
training officers at the annual
School of Missions and Chnsuan
Service of the Methodist Conference Aug. 11-15 at Lambuth College, Jackson, Tenn.
Calloway County Farm Bureau
members and families will have
their annual picnic at the Murray
City Park on Aug. 2 with John
W. Koon, executive secretary for
the Kentucky Farm Bureau as
speaker
60 years ago
A three-bed niaternity ward at
Murray Hospital has been redecorated and refurnished by the Alumni of Murray High School as a
memorial to the late Ed Filbeck.
principal of MHS for 16 years.
Mrs.
Trellus
Stubblefield
Farmer, bookkeeper for Main Street
Motors, dealer for Pontiac cars in
Calloway County, has been awarded a certificate of high honor for
her outstanding work from the
Pontiac Motor Division.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Watson
were macried for 50 years July
29.

COMICS / FEATURES
Mystery of autism begins
with deciding what it is
DEAR ABBY: I just finished reading your June 9 column and am shocked at what
I read. Your response regarding autism was way off base.
You said, "Autism is a mental health disorder ... some
people consider ... to
be shameful."
Autism is a
neurological
disorder.
NOT a mental
health
disorder.
Families
who have a
By Abigail
child
with
Van Buren
autism have
many challenges ahead of them as they
try to bring normalcy to their
child's life and to their family. I am very surprised that
you got this one wrong! Autism
is reaching epidemic proportions. These families need support. not misprints. -- MELISSA IN NEW HAMPSHIRE
DEAR
MELISSA: My
thanks to you -- and the many
other readers -- who wrote to
correct me. After reading the
letters and e-mail that came
in. I spoke with William Barbarest. M.D.. the chair of the
Division of Developmental and
Behavioral Pediatrics and codirector of the Mayo ClinicDana Child Development and
Learning Disorders Program in
Rochester. Minn.. who told me
that autism is often considered a mental health disorder
because it affects behavior.
cognitive ability and social
skills. However, it is genetically predetermined -- biolog-

Dear Abby

TodaylnIllstory

1

By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday. July 30.
the 212th day of 2008. There are
154 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History.
On July 30. 1945. during World
War II. the battle cruiser USS
Indianapolis, which had just delivered components for the atomic
bomb that would be dropped on
Hiroshima, was torpedoed by a
Japanese submarine, only 316 out
of some 1.2(X) men sums ed the
sinking and shark-infested waters.
On this date:
In 1619. the first representative assembly in Amenca convened in Jamestown. Va.
In 1729, the city of Baltimore
was founded.
In 1792. the French national
anthem "La Marseillaise." by
Claude Joseph Rouget de Lisle, was
first sung in Pans by troops arriving from Marseille.

In 1864, during the Civil War.
Union forces tned to take Petersburg. Va., by exploding a gunpowder-filled mine under Confederate defense lines the attack
In 1908. the first round-theworld automobile race, which had
begun in New York in February.
ended in Paris with the drivers
of the American car, a Thomas
Flyer, declared the winners over
teams. front Germany and Italy.
In 1918, poet Joyce Kilmer, a
sergeant in the 165th U.S. Infantry
Regiment, was killed during the
Second Battle of the Marne in
World War I IKilmer is perhaps
best remembered for his poem
"Trees.'"
In 1932, the Summer Olympic
Games opened in Los Angeles.
In 1942, President Roosevelt
signed a bill creating a women's
auxiliary agency in the Navy known

as "Women Accepted for Volunteer Emergency Service" —
WAVES for short.
In 1965, President Johnson
signed into law the Medicare bill,
which went into effect the following year.
In 1975. former Teamsters union
president Jimmy Hoffa disappeared
in suburban Detroit -- although
presumed dead, his remains have
never been found.
Ten years ago: Japan's Parliament declared Keizo Obucni the
country's next prime minister.
"Buffalo Bob" Smith, the cowboy-suited host of "The Howdy
Doody Show." died in Hendersonville. N.C., at age 80. A group
of 13 Ohio machinists stepped
forward to claim the 5295.7 million Powerball jackpot. The workers opted to take the cash option
— one payment of about $161.5
million. I
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Sore muscles make
reader rethink statins

ically based.
Experts clearly agree that
autism is a neurologically based
condition. The current critena
used to diagnose autism are
contained in the Diagnostic
and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, a publication of
the AMeriCall Psychiatric Association. However, this does not
mean that autism is a 'mental illness.' Autism is most
accurately described as a "neurodeveloprnental disorder."
While there is no cure for
autism, intervention and treatments are available. And for
the most up-to-date information on effective therapies,
interested parties should read
"Autism: A Review of the State
of the Science for Primary
Health Care Clinicians" by
going
to
www.archpediatrics.com and
searching for 'autism."
DEAR ABBY: How do you
tell friends and family that
you're not interested in being
fixed up'? I'm a male, in my
mid-40s, happily divorced for
many years and have no desire
to remarry.
I raised my children on my
own, have a good job and
many friends, but no desire to
get into a relationship that could
lead to more of a commitment
than I am willing to make.
My life is good, but I'm
constantly bombarded with
questions like, "When are you
going to get married again?"
or. "Why don't you let me fix
you up'? I have the perfect
woman for you." I don't know
how to respond to this constant badgering. Please advise.
-THANKS
BUT
NO
THANKS IN OHIO
DEAR T.B.N.T.: Continue
telling these well-meaning people you are happy with your
life just the way it is, and if
they don't get the message,
have a T-shirt made that reads
"Been There, Done That." You
should know, however, that men
who are married live longer
than those who are single, or
perhaps it just seems longer.
(Only joking!)

DEAR DR. GOTT: I am A
62-year-old male. weigh 225
pounds and my cholesterol is
about 180. 1 lead a semi-active
lifestyle. exercising 30 minutes
daily, five tunes a week.
1 was on Zocor for high cholesterol and
constantly
complained
to my doctor
of sore muscles.
He
switched me
from Zocor
to Crestor a
year and a
half
ago.
After a year
on Crestor. I
was
By
really
Dr. Peter Gott miserable
with
sore
muscles and fatigue. For the prior
six months. I had not been able
to raise my right arm due to a
sore shoulder that still keeps me
awake at night. I stopped taking
the Crestor for 30 days at the
end of 2007 and felt much better. except for my sore shoulder. When I notified my doctor.
he then put me back on the
Zocor.
From what I have read previously in your column, if a person is over 60 and has a cholesterol level under 200, he or
she shouldn't need drugs. Du I
have to take medication that
makes me miserable?
DEAR READER: The purpose of these drugs is to reduce
the nsk of heart disease because
of high cholesterol. As I have
written before, some medications
for this purpose cause muscle
pain, leg cramps. fatigue and a
number of other symptoms.
What's more, they can affect the

Dr. Gott

liver, even in appropriate doses
For this reason. penodic lab testing should be done to assure
levels remain within normal limits.
Unfortunately, you did not
indicate in your letter whether
you have other medical conditions, particularly cardiac in
nature, that would suggest your
physician might want you to have
total cholesterol levels below the
180 reported_ If this is not the
case. I don't believe you need
drugs. I should also add that niacin
and flax seed oil could be taken
ithout prescnption and have
been reported to recluse cholesterol levels. Still, lab testing
should be done periodically.
In any event. I urge you to
return to your physician for an
explanation and guidance. If he
has a strong basis for wanting
you to have lower readings, find
out what they are Ask for a
tnal without medication while
on a restricted diet. Make sure
you get your questions answered
to your satisfaction.
I would also like to comment
on your doctor's prescnption decision. You say you have had side
effects from Zocor. At that time,
your
doctor
appropnately
switched you to another medication. However, you continued to
have adverse reactions. Now
comes the problem. Your physician put you back on the medication that caused the reason
for the switch in the first place.
This is downright dumb. You
have a prior history of side effects
and should not have been put
back on that medication. If you
truly need medication, you need
to try a new one that will not
make you sick.

CsietractBridge

NINO

DEAR ABBY: Is there a rule
of etiquette regarding how men
should wear long hair? My
boyfriend's hair isn't long
enough to pull into a ponytail. but it's long enough that
he is constantly sweeping or
shaking it out of his eyes. If
we were to go to a funeral or
similar ceremonial (or formal)
event, what should he do'? I
need some input. -- HAIRRAISING QUESTION
DEAR QUESTION: I have
two words to offer: hair gel.
Many products are available
that will tame his mane, and
you can find them at your
nearest beauty supply store.

West Gets an Unwanted Assist
South dealer.
failed miserably in the actual deal.
Neither side vulnerable
Fully aware of what was going on.
NORTH
Kantar now shined gears in an effort
•5 4
to avoid the impending heart ruff. lie
•K 6
cashed the ace of clubs at trick three,
•QJ 7 6 5
finessed the jack successfully, then
•K J 82
cashed the king of clubs as East sigWEST
EAST
naled with the nine of spades.
•.1 10 7 6 3
•A K 9 8 2
Now came the piece de resistance.
•Q
•10 5 4 3 2
At trick six. Kantar led dummy's
•A 4 2
•8
eight of clubs and on it discarded his
4q)96 5
+107
queen of spades! West won the club
SOUTH
with the queen and led a spade to
•
F.ast's king, but Kantar fulled, con•Ai 9 8 7
ceded a trump to West's ace and
•K 1093
eventually wound up making use
•A 43
diamonds doubled.
The bidding:
Although Kantar lost a club trick
South
West
North East
he didn't have to lose, his thoughtful
V
I•
Dhle
4
exchange of a club loser for a spade
5•
Dble
loser enabled him to avert a heart ruff
Opening lead — queen of hearts
and so make the contract.
A declarer is sometimes forced to
Of coarse, it' West's imagination
improvise when he is faced with a had not run wild at trick two, use
dangerous situation. Certainly, an diamonds would have gone down
unusual play is not barred merely very quickly, and this article would
became it's unusual.
not have been written. All West had
lake this case where Eddie Kan- to do was to take the king of diatar, well-known California star, was monds with the ace, shill to a spade
declarer in five diamonds doubled and ruff East's heart return. Very:
arid West led his singleton heart. simple arid uncomplicated.
Kantar won with dummy's king and
But neither life nor bridge is very
led a low trump to his king.
predictable, and we can all feel gratewrest elected to duck the king, ful to West for having provided us
planning to win the next trump !cad. with the ingredients for a very good
Whatever the merits of West's play, it story.
Tomorrow: The worst-case scenario.
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THERE 15 NOTHING
LIKE A FRESH VEGETABLE

41 Four-footed pal
42 Cravat cousin
46 Funny story
49 Breakfast item
51 Quite similar
53 Goddess s
statue
54 "Norma —
55 At large
56 Grocery buy
57 Knights
address
58 Manhattan
river

1 Furtive sound
5 Rival
8 Zebra female
12 — vera
13 Careless
14 They often
clash
15 Campus building
16 Rainbow
17 Underhand
throws
18 Eats fast
20 Aberdeen kid
22 Down the road
24 Become less
intense
27 Part of G 0
30 Strange
32 Kind of music
33 Computer term
34 Demeanor
35 Witch's vessel
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38 Feverish
39 Played with
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1 Cry of disgust
2 Burger side
3 Pilot's test
4 Make known
5 Bolt of lightning
6 Trireme mover
7 Cry out
8 Canasta play
9 Back when
10 Hold up
11 Slalom run
19 Ceiling fixture

12
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DOWN

4

18

Answer to Previous Puzzle

26 Stiller or
Affieck
27 Touchdown
28 Diner freebie
29 State further
31 Golfer
— Alcott
32 Sprint rival
33 Cheering section
36 Road map info
37 Mag execs
40 Fired up
41 Throw snowballs
43 Restaurant
44 Gumbo ingredient
45 Standoffs
46 Garrey or
Henson
47 Keats opus
48 RV haven
50 Moo goo —
pan
52 Fish catcher
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NASCAR ROUNDUP

Burning Rubber, Literally
NASCAR APOLOGIZES FOR INDIANAPOLIS TIRE FIASCO

DARRON CUMMINGS I AP

A damaged right rear tire sits in the garage area during the
NASCAR Allstate 400 at the Bnckyard auto race at Indianapolis
Motor Speedway in Indianapolis, Sunday.

By JENNA FRYER
AP Auto Racing Writer
CHARLOTTE, N.C. (API
NASCAR apologized Tuesday for the tire
fiasco that ruined its prestigious nice at
Indianapolis Motor Speedway and vowed
to avoid a repeat.
A durability issue with the tires
Goodyear brought to Indy forced
NASCAR to call cautions every 10 to 12
laps on Sunday to slow the action and
force teams to change their tires before
they failed. The longest run under the
green flag was 13 laps, and Jimmie

Johnson claimed the victory at the end of
a seven-lap sprint to the finish in the second-slowest race in the 15 years
NASCAR has competed at the Brickyard.
The drivers were disgusted, fans were
frustrated and NASCAR is still trying to
figure out why things went so wrong.
"I can't say enough how sorry we are
and it's our responsibility being NASCAR
that we don't go through this situation
again," said Robin Pemberton, vice president of competition.
"The race didn't come off like we had
hoped, the fans didn't get what they exact-

ly wanted and we'll do everything in our
power — it won't happen again, I can tell
you that much."
NASCAR must first figure out why
Goodyear's tires struggled so mightily at
Indianapolis. The only thing that is certain
is that the tire compound Goodyear selected was not strong enough when combined
with NASCAR's current car.
The new car is a heavier model that
puts significantly more stress on fight-side
tires. and Goodyear's inventory last weekend couldn't hold up to the pressure.
See NASCAR, 2C

CARDINALS 8, BRAVES 3

Pujols
Paces
Redbirds

Option Over Regret

TOMMY DILLARD

Ledger & Times, Photo Illustration by MICHAEL DANN

Murray State walk-on Adam Hese1 always thought he would
play baseball in college, but his diance to play at the next ley
actually came through football. Heskett is pictured here during
practice for the West Kentucky-Southern Illinois All-Star Game
June.

EARLY SPORTS SPECIALIZATION MAY CUT OFF OPPORTUNITIES
This is the third in a series of six
stories that examine specialization
in youth and high school sports.
By TOMMY DILIARD
Sports Writer
oh his senior season at Murray fastly
approaching last summer, Adam
Heskett thought long and hard about
dropping football.
The two-sport Tiger standout had played both
football and baseball throughout his high school
career. But as a senior with hopes of landing a
baseball scholarship in college, it made sense to
specialize.
When it came time to walk away from the gridiron, however, he couldn't do it.
"I think if I'd sat out football. I would have
regretted it so bad and I would have missed it,
from practice :11 the way to the end," Heskett
said.
Thank goodness he stayed.
In June, he committed to -play football at
Murray State as a preferred walk-on. He also
accepted an invitation and played in the West
Kentucky-Southern Illinois All-Star Game at Roy
Stewart Stadium, both opportunities he wouldn't
have had if he had chosen to specialize in baseball.
After later deciding football was the sport he
wanted to pursue collegiately, Heskett concentrated all his energies on earning that chance. If it
didn't work out, he'd have baseball to fall back
on.
"Right before football season started, I think
that was when I set my goal (to play football in
college) and that was what I was going to go
after." he said. "I thought that was my better shot
because there aren't a lot of scholarships for base-

W

MICHAEL DANN I Ledger & Times

Murray State soccer and track athlete Laken Dir-kes is a rare multi-sport competitor at the
NCAA Division I level. A native of Marshall County, Dirkes says she plans to finally drop track
to focus on soccer as a sophomore this year.
ball."
Though his original plan of playing baseball in
college didn't pan out, Heskett kept his options
open by sticking with football.
But with a nationwide trend toward early sport
specialization and year-round training, stories

such as Heskett's are becoming fewer and farther
between.
Many athletes feel they must specialize early
in order to reach maximum potential in their chosen sport. But on the other hand, kids who choose
IN See

OPTIONS, 20

ST. LOUIS SMACKS
AROUND ATLANTA AGAIN
By PAUL NEWBERRY
AP Sports Writer
ATLANTA AP) — A miserable day
for the Atlanta Braves ended with another dismal loss.
The injury-plagued Braves essentially gave up on this season by trading
slugger Mark Teixeira shortly before
Tuesday night's game, then went out
and dropped their fourth in a row, 8-3 to
the St. Louis Cardinals.
Albert Pujols hit a tying homer in the
sixth and scored the go-ahead run in the
eighth on a throwing error before the
Cardinals broke it open with a five-run
ninth.
For the Braves, the idea of dumping
a top player with more than two months
WI in the season was especially tough
to take — after all, this is the franchise
that won 14 straight division titles from
1991-2005 and was at least in contention for the playoffs the last two seasons.
"This is a first for all of us," injured
third baseman Chipper Jones said.
"We've never been sellers before. We're
usually the ones adding, not subtracting.Pujols hit a towering drive into the
seats in center field leading off the sixth,
tying the score at 2 with his 21st homer.
He started the eighth with a double off
Rafael Soriano (0-1). After Ryan
Ludwick lined out. Pujols took off for
third on a surprise stolen base attempt.
The throw by fill-in catcher Corky
Miller sailed into left field. allowing
Pujols to score and give the win to Ryan
Franklin 14-41. The Cardinals made it a
laugher in the ninth off Mike Gonzalez,
though only one of the five runs he surrendered in two-thirds of an inning was
earned.
Which meant more to Pujols: the
homer or the stolen base?
-The win," he replied. "Another win,
that's what is most important."
Teixeira took batting practice with
Atlanta before the game, then got word
he had been dealt to the Angels ahead of
Thursday's trade deadline.
General manager Frank Wren said
his team was in no position to contend
for the playoffs after learning that ace
pitcher Tim Hudson could be done for
the season, the latest in a devastating
series of injuries that sent the team tumbling out of the race.
"It's tough to come to gnps with,"
Jones said. "I certainly felt coming out
of spring training that we would be right
in the middle of things all year."
The fading Braves have surrendered
42 runs during a four-game losing streak
and dropped a season-high 8 1/2 games
behind the first-place New York Mets in
the NL East.
The Cardinals, trying to stay with
Chicago and Milwaukee in the Central.
won their second straight after a stretch
of six losses in seven games. They trail
the Cubs by four games and closed
within a game of the second-place
Brewers.
"It's a close race with a lot of games
left," Pujols said. "We struggled for the
first six or seven games after the break,
then we came back and picked it up
again. I'm glad we're playing better
than we did last year."
Greg Norton, who came into the
game hitting .215, took over at first base
and filled Teixeira's cleanup spot in the
order. Omar Infante batted fifth in place
of Jones. Figuring in Mark Kotsay. the
3-4-5 hitters came in with nine homers
and 59 RBIs combined.
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Newcomb claims Miller Invitational
Special To The Ledger
-- Nick Newcomb, Brad Canter
Spectators were treated to a (70-65), Todd Thomas (67-68).
feast of birdies this weekend at Brandon Henson (67-76), Brian
the Miller Memorial Golf Henson (68-70). Brandon Jones
Course Men's Invitational. The (69-72), Jason Lancaster (69event. in its third year, had 120 70), Jason Smith (69-69) and
players from across the region.
Josh Burks (70-72).
Brothers Patrick and Nick
Last year's champion. Ben
Newcomb went head to head for Glover, a former Austin Peay
Sunday's final round, shooting Governor, won the first flight
64 and 63 respectively. With with 71-68 for a 3-under 139.
their 36 hole totals tied at 129(- holding off a challenge from for13), a sudden death playoff mer Racer golfers Craig
ensued. Both players birdied the Schwettman (71-71) and Kyle
first extra hole and then pared Landrum
(73-69).
David
numbers two and ,three. In the Whaley also carded 142 shootfourth extra hole, Patrick finally ing 72-70.
won, sinking a 4-foot birdie
Other flight winners included
putt.
Charles Miles (78-70) in the
Once again there was a second flight, Derek Bell (81strong Murray State golf team 71 ) in the third, Jessie Rooker
contingent, past and present. (84-76) in the fourth and Jim
nine of which qualified for the Green (91-79) in the fifth.
15-player Championship Right

Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we cant
211S 12th St • Murray KY .753-3415

NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD

Patnck Newcomb is awarded with the first place plague by
Miller Memorial's Will Snodgrass after this weekend's
Invitational.

putouts with the glove to hold the Rookies at
bay. Wilson, Dawson and Scott added two
hits each to the offensive effort.
On Sunday, the Stingers could no longer
fight off elimination, falling to the eventual
runners-up from McCutchanville (Ind.). 153. Chapman and Dawson led the way with
two hits.
The Stingers will conclude their inaugural season this weekend in the Back to
School Bash in Draffenville. carrying a 2615 record into play Friday night.
2000 MURRAY STINGERS ROSTER
2B
Chnstian Adams
SS
Carson Chapman
CADF
Aaron Dawson
OF
Lance Dyke
Logan Eastwood
OF
Tanner Hicks
38
Darius Kendall
18
Lofton Pigg
OF
Garrett Scott
C/OF
Casey Wilson
OF
Grant Utley
COACHES
Scott Adams
Randy Dawson
Danny Dyke
Damon Eastwood
Joey Scott

•NASCAR
end's race at Pocono, and NASCAR pulled all
the crew chiefs together hours before
Sunday's start to discuss a strategy for staging
a safe race.
Officials decided to throw a "competition
caution" 10 laps into the race to examine the
tire wear, and promised to continuously monitor throughout the race. With Pemberton
patrolling pit road, it became clear the tires
wouldn't last much past the 10-lap window
unless the abrasive Lndy surface began to pick
up rubber that would help the tires' traction
and extend their wear.

It never happened, as the surface became
the equivalent of a cheese grater and the rubber turned into a black dust that made the
track even slicker - forcing NASCAR to
take control of the race.
"We have to run the race and we have to
Mil the safest race possible, and when we're in
situations where we have to take control under
adverse circumstances, that's what we do,"
Pemberton said.'To get ahead of it and have
the safest race possible, we had to take control
and that's what we did-run 10 to 11 laps at
a time and let the cautions fly."

si Options
Murray athletic director
David Fields wants to make sure
his daughter isn't one of those
kids. Though Brooklyn is only
19 months old, Fields is prepared for how he'll handle her
introduction to sports.
"If I put a soccer ball in my
little girl's hands, she's going to
have a basketball and a softball,
too," he said. "I'm not going to
push her in one direction
because I just don't think it's
fair."
Fields hypothesizes that
some sports, such as soccer, are
easier for children to pick up at a
younger age. But that particular
sport may not be the one they
are best suited to by the time
they reach maturity.
"When you're 10 years old,
you want to be a firefighter or a
police officer or something like
that," he said. "When you get
older, you change your mind. I
don't think a 10-year-old can
say 'I'm going to play baseball
the rest of my life.Wann isn't above using his
own children as empirical evidence in his sports psychology
research projects.
And he's noticed a pattern of

behavior in his 13-year-old son
Eric.
"If basketball practice doesn't go very well, he's sure looking to go out in the yard and play
catch with a football." Wann
said. "Or if he doesn't have a
very good baseball tournament,
he sure is looking forward to
basketball practice the next day.
"I think well-rounded is good
and if you're not, you run the
risk of cutting off all your
options when things go bad."
Wann recommends parents
not only allow but encourage
preteens to try out as many different spirts as possible.
"Especially if he's only 10 or
11, you never know what he
might develop an aptitude for,"
he said. "You have no idea. If
he's an OK athlete, ttrvw him in
cross country, try swimming."

ready to cut ties to her secondary
sport.

"Soccer's always been my
first love, but I felt like I owed it
to myself to at least give myself
an opportunity to run in college,- said Dirkes, now a
Murray State student-athlete.
When it came time to select a
school, the ability to continue
playing two sports at the NCAA
level became a primary consideration. Both Racer coaches
were willing to offer her that
opportunity.
But after being plagued by a
hamstring injury during track
season and experiencing firsthand the rigors of being a fulltime student with two sport
schedules to keep up with,
Dirkes feels it is finally time to
specialize.
"Running track, I'm still getting to stay in shape and comLaken Dirkes is one athlete pete and do what I love, but at
who left her options open as the same time, my soccer skills
long as she possibly could.
aren't getting any better," she
When it came time for said. "Not having a touch on the
Dirkes, a two-sport star at ball all spring, that was one of
Marshall County, to choose my concerns over the summer."
between soccer and track, it was
Dirkes plans to drop track in
a decision she wasn't ready to her sophomore season, focusing
make,
fully on soccer. She finally
A soccer player first, she knows she can leave her secondalways assumed it would be the ary sport with no regrets.
sport she'd pursue in college.
"I love running hurdles
But with the success she because that's an adrenaline
enjoyed in high school track - rush like none other." she said.
two state championships in the "But I feel like soccer's where I
100-meter hurdles -- she wasn't need to be."
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is a domestic short hair
huff mix, ten weeks old

Col& is a Yellow Lab Retriever
Golden Retnever mix female adult

SHELTER HOURS: MON.-FRI. 10 AM-4 PM • SAT. 10 AM-3 PM

For mon)information t onta( t
Murray-Calloway County Animal Shelter 44
at (270) 759-4141

American League
At A Glance
By The Associated Press
All Times CDT
East Division
W
L Pct GB
Tampa Bay
62 44 585
61 47 565
2
Boston
4
Newyork
58 48 547
Toronto
64 53 505 8 1 2
11
Baltimore
51 55 481
Central Division
W
L Pct GB
Owego
59 46 562
Minnesota
59 47 557 1-2
Detroit
54 52 509 5 1 12
49 59 45411 12
Kansas City
Cleveland
13
46 59 438
West Division
W
L Pet GB
Los Angeles
66 40 623
55 5251411 1/2
Texas
Oakland
13
53 53 500
Seattle
26
40 66 377

Monday's Games
L A Angels 7 Boston 5
Baltimore 13 NY Yankees 4
Cleveland 5 Devon 0
Toronto 3 Tampa Bay 1
Seattle 7 Texils 5
Minnesota 7 Chicago White Sox 0
Kansas City 4 Oakland 2
Tuesday's Games
L A Angels 6. Boston 2
Baltimore 7, N Y Yankees 6
Detroit 8. Cleveland 5
Tampa Bay 3. Toronto 0
Texas 11, Seattle 10
Minnesota 6 Chicago White SOK 5
Kansas City 5 Oakland 2
Wedneadey's Games
Tampa Bay (Jackson 6-7) at Toronto
(Richmond 0-0). 11'37 a m
Baltimore (Sarfate 4-1( at NY Yankees
(Chamberlain 3-3). 12 05 pm
Kansas C-iy (Bannister 7-9) at Oakland
(Gallagher 4-4), 2 35 p m
LA Angels iSaunders 13-51 at Boston
(Beckett 9-71 6 05 p m
Detroit (Robertson 6-8) at Cleveland
(Lee 14-2). 6 05 p m
Seattle (Batista 4-11) at Texas (Padilla
12-5), 7 05 P m
Chicago White Sox (G Floyd 10-6) at
Minnesota (Hernandez 10-7). 7 10 p m
Thursday's Games
Detroit (Venandar 8-10) at Cleveland
(Carmona 4-3t. 11 -05 a rn
L.A Angels (Garland 9-6) at N Y
Yankees (Paine 12-7). 6.05 p m
Seattle (Dickey 2-61 at Texas (Harrison
2-1). 7 05 p m
Chicago White Sox (Danks 8-4) at
Minnesota tBaker 7-31. 7 10 p.m

10% OFF

270-753-8844

National League
Al A Glance
By The Associated Press
All Times CDT
East Division
W
L Pct GB
58 49 542
New York
57 49 538 1/2
Philadelphia
56 51 523
2
Florida
49 57 462 8 1/2
Atlanta
Washington
38 68 35819 1/2
Central Division
W
L Pct Ga
63 44 589
Chicago
60 47 561
Milwaukee
3
60 49 550
4
St Louis
50 56 47212 1/2
Houston
50 57 467
Pittsburgh
13
50 58 46313 1/2
Cincinnati
West Division
W
L Pct GB
54 52 509
Arizona
1
53 53 500
Los Angeles
48
60
444
7
Colorado
44 62 415
10
San Francisco
13
42 66 389
San Diego

Monday's Games
Pittsburgh 8 Colorado 4
Florida 7. N Y Mets 3
St LOUIS 12. Atlanta 3
Chicago Cubs 6. Milwaukee 4
Houston 5. Cincmnati 4
San Diego 8 Anzona 5
San Francisco 7 L A Dodgers 6
Tuesday's Games
Pittsburgh 6, Colorado 4
N Y Mels 4. Florida 1
St Louis 8. Atlanta 3
Philadelphia 2 Washington 1
Chicago Cubs 7. Milwaukee 1
Houston 6. Cincinnati 2
Anzona 3. San Diego 0
L A Dodgers 2. San Francesco 0
Wednesday's Games
Colorado (Cook 13-6) at Pittsburgh
(Duke 4-8) 6 05 p m
N Y Mots (Pelfrey 9-6) at Florida
(Jo Johnson 0-0). 6 10 p m
St Louis (Carpenter 0-01 at Atlan'a
(Jurnens 10-5). 6 'Op m
Philadelphia (Moyer 9-6) at Washington
(Redding 7-61. 6.10 p.m
Chicago Cubs (Dempster 11 -41st
Milwaukee (Parra 9-3). 705 p.m
Cincinnati (Volquez 12-41 at Houston
(Rodriguez 6-31. 7 05 pm
Anzona (Haren 10-51 at San Diego
(Back 3-5) 905 p m
San Francisco (Sanchez 8-6) at L.A.
Dodgers (Billingsley 10-9). 9 10 p.m.
Thursday's Games
Chicago Cobs (Harden 0-1) at
Milwaukee (Bush 5-8), 1:05 p.m.
St Louis (Pinetro 3-4) at Atlanta
(Hampton 0-0), 6- 10 p m
Colorado (De La Rosa 5-5) at Florida
(Sanchez 0-01, 6 10 p m
Philadelphia (Kendrick 8-51 at
Washington (Lannan 6-10) 6 10 p rn
Arizona (Weob 14-4) at L A Dodgers
(Lowe BO) 010 p m

Favre sends letter to

NFL, seeks reinstatement
GREEN BAY. Wis.(AP)-Brett Favre's decision to file for reinstatement will force the Green Bay Packers to do one of three things:
release him. trade him, or allow him to report to camp.
If he reports, it potentially could cause a major distraction for a
team that committed to moving on after he retired in March.
NFL spokesman Randall Liu confirmed that Favre sent his reinstatement paperwork to the NFL offices Tuesday. He now is awaiting approval from commissioner Roger Goodell. a step that is considered a formality, but wouldn't be forthcoming until Wednesday at
the earliest.
Once Favre is reinstated, the Packers will have 24 hours to decide
what to do with him.
"That's obviously the first step in Brett coming back, so we'll
deal with that when he is reinstated and we'll definitely have a plan
in order." Packers coach Mike McCarthy said after practice Tuesday
afternoon.

SportsBriefs
•The Murray-Calloway County Soccer Association will hold its final
fall registration on Thursday from 5-8 p.m. at the Calloway County
Public Library. Online registration at www.beecreek.org will continue •:
through Saturday. Any questions, contact Andrew Gullixson at 227- :*
1518. Gwenda Wilhelm at 759-1765 or Sally Bouley at 293-6244.
.•
II The Purchase Area Tennis Association is sponsonng a Free
Tennis Clinic at the Bennie Purcell courts Saturday, Aug. 16 from 9:30
a.m, to noon. There is no charge for the instruction. Mel Purcell and the
Murray State men's tennis team will be providing the instruction for this •
annual activity Contact Chuck Whitnell for more information at
(270)247-0863.

Murray's Collins claims
third in women's jump

Staff Report
Six members of the Kentucky
Lake Ski Nuts competed this
past weekend at the 2008
Southern
Regional
Championships. held at Travers
Lakes in Okahumpka. Fla.
A total of 380 skiers from the
seven-state Southern Region
competed for placements and
the opportunity to ski in the
COUPON
national championships in three
weeks.
Carly Marquess of Paducah.
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Brittany Collins of Murray and
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The 8u Murray Stingers baseball team
A late rally against the Southern Indiana
claimed a fourth place finish in the Baseball Spikes was not enough Friday afternoon, as
Players Association (BPA) Northern Zone the Stingers fell 8-6. Christian Adams,
World Series in Owensboro. The July 24-27 Aaron Dawson and Eastwood provided
tournament featured teams from Kentucky much of the offense as each player reached
and Indiana, all of whom had to qualify base three times.
Facing elimination all day Saturday,
throughout the season for this event.
Paired against the Kentucky State BPA Murray began its march toward the final
Champion Thruston Bears in the opener. four. Team Extreme was sent packing by a
Murray dropped a 12-4 decision. Despite score of 12-4 in a game highlighted by
jumping out to a 3-0 lead and turning a 6-4- Utley's incredible catch in left-center field.
3 double play in the first inning, the Stingers Adams led the way with four hits, and Casey
could" not hold on against the Bears, who Wilson, Carson Chapman and Pigg each tallied three hits.
went on to claim the World Series crown in
Next, the Stingers took the bite out of the
undefeated fashion.
Modern Bulldogs, winning 3-2 on Dawson's
Lofton Pigg led the Stingers with two hits
walk-off RBI single in the bottom of the
and two RBI. while Darius Kendall added sixth inning.
Dawson had three hits, while
two hits and a run scored.
Dyke rapped out two hits and scored twice.
Working from the loser's bracket,
Finally. Murray pulled out another defenMurray grabbed a 10-0 win over Team sive battle over the Southern Indiana
Extreme (Ind.). Logan Eastwood, Lance Rookies, 4-1, to close the day and reach the
Dyke and Grant Utley each provided two final four. Chapman's third hit of the day
hits and two runs scored, while Kendall, was a three-run double in the sixth inning to
Garrett Scott and Tanner Hicks all chipped break a I-1 tie and provide the winning marin with two kits apiece as well.
gin, as Adams recorded five assists and three

From Page 1B
one sport before their bodies are
fully developed sometimes cut
themselves short on opportunities.
It is for that reason that Dan
Wann finds himself angered
whenever he hears a coach push
a young athlete toward specialiantion
"You take the kid who is sort
of smallish when he's 11 and tell
him to decide to specialize and
he says 'Well. I guess I'll pick
baseball,- said Wann, a professor of sports psychology at
Murray State and a member of
the Board of Directors for the
National Alliance for Youth
Sports.
"Five years later you look at
that kid and he's 6-4, 230, and
you think why isn't that kid
playing football? Why isn't that
kid starting as power forward?
Well, because his coach when he
wis 10 told him he needed to
specialize."
In addition to not being fully
physically developed, many
young athletes who specialize
early may later decide the sport
they've chosen isn't the one they
enjoy most.

CPA PPEP

Haverstock Insurance Agency

Stingers finish fourth at BPA World Series

From Page 1B
"It's obvious that we didn't go there with
the right car-slash-tire combination,"
Pemberton conceded.
The problem was exposed in a Saturday
afternoon practice session, when some cars
couldn't make it three laps without the tire
wearing down to the cords. A second practice
session was only slightly better, when the runs
stretched to about 10 laps before tires began to
falter.
Goodyear shipped in an emergency batch
of 800 tires it had earmarked for this week-

.1VCCIPIZE

Skier placement summary follows
Brittany Collins , Murrayl - Women 1
Tricks. 4th. Jump. 3rd. Overall. 5th
Carly Marquess (Paducah)- Women 1
Slalom. 6th, Tricks. 3rd. Jump, 4th.
Overall 3rd
Carl Marquess Paducah) -- Men 5
Slalom, 11th Tricks 4th Overall, 5th
Pat Coomes (Owensboro)- Men 5
Jump. 6th. Overall. 7th
Bob Hams (Paducah)- Men 5 Slalom.
21st
Errol Bryant (Beechmont)- Men 7
Slalom. 5th, Tricks. 2nd
TODAY'S IINEUP SPONSORED BY:

Terry Butler
heir
TO SVOl,?Our ftemertartete
iiintockut War'
6011 Mein St. • 153-5142

TV, radio
EXTREME SPORTS
8 p.m.
ESPN - X Games at Los Angeles
12 p.m.
ESPN2 - X Games at Los Angeles
(delayed tape)
GOLF
3 p.m.
TGC - PGA TourINGC Bridgestone
Invitational first round at Akron Ohio
5:30 p.m.
TGC - PGA Tour. Reno-Tahoe Open
first round, at Reno Nev
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Candidates focused on running mates
:WASHINGTON (AP) — As
speculation swirls, ttarack
°Gam and John McCain are
lukickling down to the work of
choosing running mates with
their nominating conventions
jue weeks away.
*urrent and former governdes and senators seem the most
serious contenders, though most
of,those mentioned are playing
coy about any discussions with
either campaign.
•"I'm just not going to talk
about my conversations with the
cimpaign," Democratic Gov.
Tin Kaine of Virginia said
Tuesday, declining to confirm
media reports that he has provided financial documents to
Obama for review. Another,
Republican Gov. Tim Pawlenty
of.Minnesota, said he has decided to stop answering questions
atiout a spot on McCain's ticket
because of all the gossip.
Among others believed to be
getting close looks: Indiana Sen.
Evan Bayh, Delaware Sen. Joe
Biden and Kansas Gov.
Kathleen Sebelius for Obama as
well as former Massachusetts
Gov. Mitt Romney and former
Ohio Rep. Rob Portman for
McCain.
; Several more have been mentioned as well. But it's appearing
less likely that Obama — a
Democratic Illinois senator —
AP
will choose former rival Sen. Virginia Gov. Tim Kaine prepares to speak to reporters outside
Hillary Rodham Clinton of New WTOP radio in Washington Tuesday after he was quizzed
York. And it's still possible that
McCain -- a Republican about reports that he is under serious consideration to be
Arizona senator — will choose Democratic presidential candidate Sen. Barack Obama,
former Pennsylvania Gov. Tom running mate.
Ridge, whose support for aborAt the same time, possible conventions in the hope of stunttion rights might upset conservatives whose enthusiasm picks are trying out for the part ing any post-convention surge in
in public. They do numerous TV the polls for Obama.
McCain needs.
Recently, each has left the
, This much is certain: Obama interviews on behalf of the canand McCain have been regularly didates and campaign alongside impression his search has
them, almost certainly at the reached an advanced stage.
huddling behind closed doors
behest of campaign advisers
Obama met Tuesday with top
with a small circle of advisers to
who want to assess how each aides and his search committee
examine the backgrounds and
handles the media and campaign in Washington for the second
records — and weigh the politi- rigors.
time in as many days, and at
cal implications — of at least a
Obama could thoroughly least the third time this month.
handful of prospects.
review his options during his
He told NBC's Tom Brokaw
Each nominee-to-be may planned
Hawaiian vacation and on Sunday: "I'm going to want
even be holding private one-onthen name his choice in the somebody with integrity: I'm
ode meetings with vice presi- week
before the Democratic going to want somebody with
dential hopefuls or polling posconvention in Denver at the end independence, who is willing to
sible tickets to see how they of
August. McCain is seriously tell me where he thinks or she
would fare in certain target
considering naming his No. 2 in
states. It's tough to tell; such the few days separating the two thinks I'm wrong: and I'm going
to want somebody who shares a
details are tightly held.

vision of the country — where
we need to go. That we've got to
fundamentally change not only
our policies but how our politics
works; how business is done in
Washington."
That comment seemed to cast
doubt that Mama would choose
Clinton, who has spent more
than a decade in Washington as
first lady and a New York senator. During the primaries.
Obama portrayed Clinton as the
ultimate Washington insider
while suggesting he offered a
fresh approach above partisanship.
Even so, Obama told
Brokaw: "I've said consistently
that I think Hillary Clinton
would be on anybody's short
list. She is one of the most effective, intelligent, courageous
leaders that we have in the
Democratic Party."
McCain. for his part, didn't
give away much more Monday.
He told CNN's Larry King
that he's considering both men
and women and "I will
announce it just as soon as the
process is completed."
Aides to both candidates
refuse to describe the selection
process and bristle when asked
directly about one person or
another; neither side appreciates
prospective running mates who
promote themselves.
Even now, it's possible longshots could be chosen, like
Republican Sen. Chuck Hagel of
Nebraska for Obama, Alaska
Gov. Sarah Palin for McCain, or
New York Mayor Michael
Bloomberg, an independent, for
either.
And names that were hot just
months ago seem to have grown
cold, like Florida Gov. Charlie
Crist, Louisiana Gov. Bobby
lindal and South Dakota Sen.
John Thune among Republicans,
and Democrats like Ohio Gov.
Ted Strickland and Virginia Sen.
Jim Webb have taken themselves out of the running.
So far, the few who know for
certain the names remaining on
each short list aren't talking.

AP
Action-film actor Sonny Landham talks about his options as
he stands in front of the Capitol in Frankfort, Ky., Tuesday.
Landham lost his role as the Libertarian Party's choice for a.
U.S. Senate seat in Kentucky over inflammatory comments he
made toward Arabs.

Actor needs new
signatures to run
as independent
FRANKFORT. Ky.(AP) — The Kentucky Secretary of State's
office says actor Sonny Landham needs 5,000 original signatures to
make a run for the U.S. Senate as an independent.
Landham was at the state Capitol on Tuesday hoping to get his
name on the ballot to challenge U.S Sen. Mitch McConnell and
Democratic hopeful Bruce Lunsford in November. But Angela
Evans. an attorney for the secretary of state's office, says Landham
will need original signatures if he wants to run as an independent...
Landham had been planning to run as a Libertarian, but lost the
party's backing after he made anti-Arab comments.
Landham says he's exploring his options before the Aug. 12
deadline.

Peppers Automotive Pre owned Specials
2007 Jeep Liberty Sport 4x4 2004 Mercedes-Benz E320 2008 Pontiac Grand Prix
28,000 Miles, T/C, PW,
PL, CD.
Stk. #CP468

11,000 Miles, T/C, PW
PL, CD.
Stk. #P6853

35,000 Miles, Leather,
TIC, PW, PL, CD.
Stk. #CP481

96,996'
2007 Saturn Aura XR
16,000 Miles,
Loaded.
Stk #P6854

$19,983"
2003 Chevrolet Tracker
56,000 Miles, TIC, PW,
PL, AC, CD, 5-Speed.
Stk. #CP495A

2003 Chevrolet Avalanche Z66
2005 Buick Rendezvous CX: 57,000 Miles, TIC.
PW, PL, CD. 7 Passenger. Stk. #TC7628A.........„..
$12,971
2008 Cadillac DTS: 20, 000 Miles, Loaded Stk.
#P6900
$32,216
2008 Mercury Grand Marquis LS: 16.000 Miles,
T/C, PW, PL, CD Leather. Stk. #P6892 $16,973

2007 Hyundai Sonata
31,000 Miles, V-6,
Moonroof, Alloy Wheels,
Spoiler, T/C, PW, PL, CD
Stk. #CP485

2007 Dodge Grand Caravan SE: 29,000 Miles,
Stow-N-Go,
PW, PL, CD. Stk. #CP466
$15.277
2008 Ford Escape Limited: 20,000 Miles, V-6, TIC,
PW, PL. CD. Leather Stk. #CP492... . $19,965

2007 Ford Fusion SE
19,000 Miles, T/C, PW,
PL, CD.
Stk. #CT8127A

2005 Jeep Wrangler Sport
36,000 Miles, T/C,
Automatic, AC, Hardtop.
Stk. #CP480

--4"" 50,000 Miles, Crew Cab
PW, PL, T/C, CD.
Stk. CT8235A

$16,928*

$12,966

2005 Lincoln Town Car
1,000 Miles, Flex Fuel,
T/C, PW, PL, CD,
Crew Cab.
Stk. #CP790A

2002 Chevrolet 5-10 L5 ZR5

2006 Honda Accord EX

Signature Limited, 37,000
Miles, Loaded.
Stk. #CP418

45,000 Miles, T/C, PW,
PL, CD, Heated, Leather
Moonroof, Chrome
Wheels. Stk. #P6790

'Disclaimer ft pnces plus tax. title and license additional $64 50 doc fee included. Some photos for illustration purposes
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Iraq's rebuilding planned at nearly $120B
WASHINGTON (AP) --Iraq's coffers are bulging with
oil money, yet some Baghdad
residents go without electncity
for much of the day and others
get dnnking water tainted with
sewage.
"They don't need more
money,- said Stuart Bowen, special inspector general for Iraq
reconstruction "But they are
having a difficult time. apparently, spending the money that
they have."
Bowen Wednesday is rdeasing his quarerly report to
Congress on efforts to rebuild
Iraq's shattered nation — a program now expected to spend
$117.79 billion.
Aided by money from a postwar record in oil production.
Baghdad itself is now set to
spend an amount almost equal to
the U.S. share, the report says.
Tim is. as of the end of the quarter on June 30 the U.S. has
appropriated $50.46 billion, the
Iraqis are contributing $50.33
billion and international donors
have pledged $17 billion.
Bowen said that on a number
of fronts, Iraq made progress in
the last quarter toward standing
on its own — a key to bringing
home U.S. troops.
Amid improved security, the
Iraq economy has continued to
expand and essential services to
residents have improved somewhat.
"But they remain uneven and
are not adequate to meet current
demand.- the 270-page report
said. "Improved security across
the country has helped reduce
attacks on oil pipelines, and the
electricity sector's expanded

such transfers
Other details in the report
said:
•The quarter's oil producFor 20011-011 Iraq res invassais
tion averaged 2.43 million barmore rain VIM SIMS 116 11111911
rels a day, the highest reported
1116/111y 85 Ste U 8 kit ream sna
since the reconstruction protissonsirisiorno ream was
gram began five years ago. but
Funding, camindar year
below prewar levels of 2.58 mil$25 D.150n
-$2007
lion.
As of June 30. the United
20
States had spent $1.86 billion on
rebuilding the oil industry.
$1304
• Average daily electricity
Ste
production for the quarter was
10
12 percent higher than the same
time last year and the second
highest quarterly average since
$4 17
the start of the war. Still, pub0
licly available power, which is
2003-04 05
06 07 06-06
provided virtually without fees,
SOL,f4CE 5640°0 ineurnoi Cunene AP
only meets about 55 percent of
•:4 104 FISCOMISUC60,1
and other security to protect increasing demand, forcing people to buy power from private
pipelines from attacks.
'The success of the program generators run by neighbors or
is evident in the fact that there small businessmen.
The United States has spent
have been no successful attacks
nearly $4.62 billion in this sec011 northern oil lines this year,"
the report said, noting that con- tor.
•Only 47 percent of people
tributed to the increased oil proin rural areas use drinking water
duction.
The Iraqis have refused to supplied via pipes to their
take over control of some of the homes. Only 20 percent of famfacilities built for them, forcing ilies outside of Baghdad
the U.S. to "unilaterally trans- province have access to working
fer- hundreds of projects with- sewage facilities.
The United States has $2.4
out formal agreement and
increasing the risk that the U.S. billion in the water sector.
• Despite better security.
investment will be wasted,
"violence continues to pose a
Bowen said.
Some of the projects were deadly threat to personnel
rejected because they were involved in reconstruction activincomplete, some because they ities." The State Department
didn't meet Iraqi expectations reported that 15 U.S. civilians
and others because the Iraqis died in Iraq this quarter. Since
deemed them unnecessary. the beginning of the U.S. reconBowen said, recommending a struction effort. 271 U.S. civilnew U.S.-Iraqi agreement for ians have died in Iraq.

Wobble* hinds
to rebuild wer zone

Local Iraqi boys try to redirect potable water off a break in a city water main in Baghdad, Iraq.
operations and maintenance programs have helped increase production."
The government of Iraq still
struggles to develop effective
water and sewer services.
"Emblematic of this struggle
is the fact that two-thirds of the
raw sewage produced in
Baghdad flows untreated into
rivers and waterways." the
report said. Sewage water is
mixing with tap water in several
areas of Baghdad, experts say.
The Iraqi government also is
still far from its goal of achieving political reconciliation; and
it lacks some skills to run the

government. the report says.
"They obviously have made
enormous economic progress by
virtue of improving their oil sector and they've made significant
security progress.- Bowen said
in an interview.
"However on the governance
and political front, there are still
hurdles," he said, naming the
need to pass an oil law and hold
provincial elections.
And they are still having
trouble executing their budgets
at the national level and particularly in the provinces.
"For progress to really occur
across Iraq, they're going to

have to remedy that,- Bowen
said.
There was no figure available
for how much of the allocated
Iraqi money had been spent. Of
the $17 billion pledged internationally, only S2.5 billion had
been disbursed. And at of the
end of the quarter. the U.S. had
spent $33.28 billion of the more
than $50 billion Congress
appropriated. Bowen said.
He said American taxpayers
did not always get their money's
worth.
One success story was a $34
million project that built a system of ditches, berms, fences

Karadzic MSTODAY! 1/4 MIWON DOIALAR OVER STOCKED INVENTORY CLEARANCE!
in UN
KAI
custody
THE HAGUE, Netherlands
(AP) — Former Bosnian Serb
leader Radovan Karadzic sat in a
U.N. jail cell today after being
flown to the Netherlands in the
dead of night to face charges of
genocide against Muslims and
Croats during the Balkan wars
of the 1990s.
His arrival in a white Serbian
government jet marked the end
of a 13-year effort by the
International Criminal Tribunal
for the Former Yugoslavia to
take custody of its most wanted
war criminal. Karadzic is
accused or orchestrating the
deaths of tens of thousands of
people and the sufferings of
hundreds of thousands more.
"The arrest of Radovan
Karadzic is immensely important for the victims who had to
wait far too long for this day,"
prosecutor Serge Brammertz
said. It is also important showed
"that there is no alternative to
the arrest of war criminals and
that there can be no safe Laven
for fugitives."
The tribunal will "ensure his
well being and right to a fair trial
as much as possible and in
accordance with the highest
international standards," spokeswoman Nertna Jelacic said in
confirming Karadzic's arrival at
the detention center outside The
Hague.
Prosecutors allege Karadzic
masterminded atrocities including the 1995 massacre of 8,000
Muslim men and boys in the
Bosnian town of Srebrenica, the
deadly siege of Sarajevo, and
the detention of tens of thousands of people in 20 concentration camps where many were
tortured, starved and sexually
abused.
The court announced he will
be summoned before a judge
Thursday afternoon, where he
will be asked to enter pleas on
each of the 11 counts against
him, including genocide, extermination and persecution.
Karadzic's lawyer, Svetozar
Vujacic, said his client will postpone entering a formal plea for
30 days, the maximum allowed
under court rules.
Brammertz said it will be
months before the prosecution
and defense are ready for
Karadzic's trial.
Vujacic, speaking from
Belgrade, acknowledged he
never filed an appeal against
Karadzic's extiadition from
Serbia. The lawyer previously
claimed he sent an appeal by
registered mail before a midnight deadline on Friday.

Some are
ono-of-o kind! Some eire limited quantity_
IF WM BUY HOW, YOU'LL SAVE

IINIGAINS: BASSAINSI

ILIMENATION

YEA1 N,J WIMENNIUINJERWJ
All floor Stock Priced For Immediate Clearance!
You Can Save Hundreds OfDollars And Take Advantage Of Very Special Credit Tams!

HERE ARE JUST A FEW EXAMPLES OF THE SENSATIONAL SAVINGS AT EACH STORE!
IMPORTANT VALUE!

SPECIAL OFFER!

REMARKABLE!

5 DRAWER

LEATHER ROCKER
RECLINER
Tan, ONLY 210 SELL!
Retail $750

11-ASIREY
5x7 RUG

5 DIVINER CIEST

Antique Ivory
Retail Price $426

Fruftwood Finish
Rettqf PnCe $1350

$398

$1188

$598

REVOLUTIONARY!

BREATHTAKING'

ASTONISHING!

B-ASHLEY

A-ASHLEY

A-ASHLEY SOFA

sce-la.Aussram

WANTED!

UNBELIEVABLE!

SC-ASHLEY

NI-BROYHILL

SOFA &

ROLL TOP

LOMMEAT

DESK

INCREDIBLE!

2 Pea.

Oak Finish

Ratan Price $2025

Retail Price S1654

CHEST
Cherry Finish
Retail S1470

$898

$708

$688
MAGNIFICENT'

BEAUTIFUL!

LOOK!

II-BROYHILL

B&SC-BMIYHILL

SOFA, CHAIR &

TABLE & 6 CHAIRS
100th Anniversary. Mahogany
Retail Price $3500

OTTOMAN

3 Pc.,Transitional
Retail Price $2145

$1088

'NI

$169849$

Matching China Si
Retail Price $3285 3

ROCKER

ENTERTAIRIMENT

ROCKER

RECUNER

MITER

RECUMER

Tan, Navy & Green

Hutch & Base, Black

Retail Price 5495

Retail Price $1347

Brown, Microfiber
Retell Price $858

$289

$698

$358

Ultra Band Lather & Polyester
Retail Price $1299

$688

SPLIT
ee0
3P"
Matching Chair $A96
Retell Prtce $949
Matching Ottoman
91
Retail Price $549 S2

WHAT A DEAL!

MAGIC!

FANTASTIC'

STUNNING!

YOU'LL LOVE TH1St

A MUST HAVE!

A-ASIILJEY

A-ASLFYIIECTIVIGULAR

A-ASHLEY

SC-BLAIISSIIM

SC-VAIMINAN

M-BROYHILL

TRANSITIONAL

DOLE & 4 BOW

DUAL REIMER PAD

SOFA
Green, Nail Heed Wood Trim
Retail Price $1299

BACK SIDE CHAIRS
Antique Cherry & Black finish
Retail Price $1092

ARMOIRE
Cherry,
Oryis Home Collection
Retell Price $2250

Red & Gold Floral

Retail Price $1245

$597

5 DRAWER CHEST
Conlerwari. Bitch *ANS lioxiird
Retell Price
$499
Matching Dresser & Mirror

$498

$1088

$644

OVER CHAISE

SOFA

$21114

Retail Price $1290

$499
"tail
Price$244

$688

hem available at: SC - Supercenter: A -

Plush Suede, Beige

16th

SOFA

Street; 111 - Benton; M - Murray

I1romastille
DON'T HESITATE! MAKE PLANS NOW TO JOIN THE CROWDS Save
40% To 50%
floor
On
& SAVE DURING THIS SPECTACULAR CLEARANCE SALE! SampleAllCloseouts!
YES!...You'll Find Remarkable\
Savings On Famous Name
Brand Items
From Every
Department
As We Pull
Out All Of
The Stops
For This
Unconditional
Elimination
S
T
This
alel
is incredible event will be
crowded, so plan now to stick
with your selection until a sales
person can assist you! Come
&early for best selection!
N •

Fiemill

'RP

Division of Ksileiy Wiggin• Furniturte, Inc.
Vialt us at www.florningfurniturei.com
SUPERCENTER 3801 Hinkleville Road
Highway 60 • A Half Mile East of 1-24
Paducah. KY 442-4455
1-800-788-8224
Ogen Daily 9-7 • Sat. 10-7 • Sea. VS • Fri. 1041

451 South 16th Striven.
Paducah, KY
442-4465 • 1-800-450-8224
Open Deily 9•5 • Friday 9-6
3060 Hwy 641 North,
Murray, KY
753-6309 • 1-666-753-6309
Open 14•14,-Set. 9 • Sun. 1-5

305 North Main fitripat, Banton KY
527-3481 • 1-800.559-6224
Open Dully 9-5 • Fraley 9,6
Dom Not Apply T0 Previous
5499 minimum purchase 6 months no interest.6 months no
s at all stores Items emit.; es shown
nt
u:fli
era
sccNum
ot
Purchases Limited Quantities on Closeout

MATTRESS SETS

40-70% OFF
ALL CLOSEOUT MATTRESS
SETS - ALL SIZES!
WHY WAIT? ... Make
Your Selections And Buy
With:
•NO

Interest

Monthly Payment
FOR ONE-HALF YEAR!
•Bank Cards Also Welcome!
•NO

e

